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THIS, The Twenty-fifth Volume of the X-Ray and coincidently the Centennial issue, is respectfully dedicated to that inborn interest in the treating, healing and curing art which has so fostered and continued throughout our century of existence. Commencing with that initial year and early time in eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, dreams have gradually materialized into fabric of sterner stuff, until now at the beginning of a second century of progress the Medical College of Virginia, carries on, through its teachers, its student body and its alumni, the same transcending love for medicine which has persisted, maintained and directed for a hundred years.
The view for this page was taken from a drawing by Dr. J. W. Broadnax (M. C. V. 1892) of himself. He was an accomplished artist as well as an accomplished teacher of anatomy.

Precious memories grow sweeter with the passage of years. It is fortunate for us indeed, that we so live, that our chronological order places us into the peak and privilege of a century of existence. Herein we have written our past, coupled it with our constructive and progressive present so that they may be a source of fond recollection in the future.
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Beginning Book One
Thus thinking, a home was sought and when found, a century of healing men followed.
On December 1, 1837, the Board of Directors of Hampden-Sydney College voted to establish a medical department in Richmond. The Old Union Hotel at Nineteenth and Main Streets was the first building and was occupied by students in the fall of eighteen hundred and thirty-eight. There were forty-six matriculates, and the alumni in eighteen hundred and thirty-nine numbered fourteen. The schools of dentistry and pharmacy found origin in eighteen hundred and ninety-seven and eight, while the M. C. V. nursing division was organized in nineteen hundred and thirteen.
During this Centennial year it is really more important to look to the future than to the past. Stimulated by a great heritage we may plan with confidence.

Any blueprint for the next hundred years will show completion of certain important physical facilities, a new hospital, an orthopedic unit for Negro cases, a gymnasium and social centre, a building for the school of dentistry, and perhaps dormitories to house the entire student body.

This same blueprint will show more emphasis upon the teaching of neuropsychiatry, preventive medicine and public health, more correlation of subject matter as between all of the health-service professions, all designed to make better general practitioners. There will be more informal postgraduate education, more group research, perhaps administered through a research institute, and with all a closer professional tie-up between the graduate and his alma mater.

Across the years the blueprint will of course change, the emphasis always upon the individual whether in the preparation for practice or already in practice.
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A gentleman who lives our Christian principles, and is endowed with the greatest degree of unselfishness, modesty, and love to do for others. We will always warmly remember Dr. H. L. Osterud.
Senior Class History

1934-1935

SEPTEMBER. Eighty-six medical hopefuls entered the portals of M. C. V. and eighty-six intended to stay despite the fact that the professors knew better. Somebody said something about us being a centennial class. Who cared about that?

OCTOBER. Anatomy and bacteriology with their intended busines of bodies and bugs snap at evening hours. Most of us have been to a wake, but no dead bodies ever worried the L out of us as much as those thick-skinned, skull-indented specimens in Dr. Osterud's domain.

DECEMBER. Christmas gives us a chance to fill fully. A few were content with coca colas. Newspapers hailed the return of many and all the local girls were thrilled at our immensity in medicine.

JULY. The professors were right, all of us didn't pass.

1935-1936

JANUARY. You know, if you listen real good you can hear something through those stethoscopes.

MARCH. Beware the Ides of March . . . and those who idled all year marched right out of the picture.

1936-1937

NOVEMBER. Suicide schedules, class secretary, pages an' pages of notes, taking transfers into our fold. Petersburg, chicken, class politics all made history.

DECEMBER. Home again, filled with don'ts and negatives; three-fourths of the class spent the holidays fixing everything from toothaches to toenails.

1937-1938

SEPTEMBER. The Centennial axe came close but we escaped. Group I took O. B. and by gosh group I found out the babies were scarce an' mothers were scared, and papas don' worry like they used to.

OCTOBER. Outside O. B. answers a call . . . too late. The patient meets the doctor at the door and says, "Doc, the kid's over there in the corner crying like L. Hurry up an', cut the cord, cause the little rascal thinks it's a snake!"

DECEMBER. Welcome home again, and all the neighbors wondered if you were really smart and you proved it by getting Willy well.

FEBRUARY. It's romantic to have a warm heart, but it's a sin to have cold feet. By this time we got somewhat cocky . . . and occasionally in the class room we possessed a long generous neck.

MARCH. Beware the Ides of March so you can always beware Ware is.

MAY. Centennialsing, X-Ray, dedications, examinations have their sway.

JUNE. Black robes, sombre files, churches, speakers, and at last a diploma. Somebody says, "doctor" and you turn and say, "From now on I don't need any!"
LEON J. ANSON
New York, New York
B.S. New York University; Secretary, '35-'36; Associate Medical Editor, Skull and Bones, '34-'35.
Appointment: Conemaugh Valley Memorial Hospital, Johnstown, Pennsylvania.

BATHURST BROWNE BAGBY, JR.
Richmond, Virginia
B.S. Randolph-Macon College.
Appointment: University of Virginia Hospital, Charlottesville, Virginia.

ERNEST LYNWOOD BAGBY
Richmond, Virginia
Phi Rho Sigma
B.S. University of Richmond; Assistant Business Manager, Skull and Bones, '37, '38.
Appointment: Hospital Division, Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Virginia.

EVELYN MARY BALL
Huntington, West Virginia
Marshall College; Secretary, '37.
Appointment: City Hospital, Cleveland, Ohio.

AND TAUGHT BY THE DEEDS THEY HAVE DONE.
ROBERT FRANKLIN BELL
Butte, Montana
Theta Kappa Psi
University of Montana; Treasurer, '35, '36; Honor Council, '36, '37; Inter-Class Basketball, '34-'35, '35-'36, '36-'37; V. M. C. A. Secretary, '36, '37; Swimming, '34, '35.
Appointment: Stuart Circle Hospital, Richmond, Virginia.

JULIUS LYONS BERKLEY
Charleston, West Virginia
B.S. University of West Virginia.
Appointment: Charleston General Hospital, Charleston, West Virginia.

RAYMOND SCRIVENER BLACKMAN
Vienna, Virginia
Theta Kappa Psi
University of Maryland; Inter-Class Basketball, '16-'17, '17-'18; Associate Medical Editor, Skull and Bones, '16, '17, '18; Associate Medical Editor, X-Ray, '17, '18.
Appointment: Duval County Hospital, Jacksonville, Florida.

RALPH BOYD BLOWE
Boykins, Virginia
Phi Chi
Wake Forest College.
Appointment: Saint Vincent's Hospital, Norfolk, Virginia.
HOWARD DEWEY BOOTH  
CUMBERLAND, WEST VIRGINIA  
Marshall College.  
Appointment: Charleston General Hospital, Charleston, West Virginia.

EDWIN CLINTON BRYCE, II  
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA  
University of Richmond, Sigma Zeta Honorary Fraternity, '37, '38.  

HAYES WOODROW CALDWELL  
ATHENS, WEST VIRGINIA  
Concord State Teachers College; Brown Seipart Honorary Fraternity, '36, '37, '38; Sigma Zeta Honorary Fraternity, '36-37, '37-38; Executive Council, '37, '38.  
Appointment: Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, Maryland.

RUSSELL NETT CARRIER  
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA  
Alpha Kappa Kappa  
University of Richmond; Vice-President, '36, '37; Class Representative, X-Ray, '37, '38.  
Appointment: Queen's General Hospital, Jamaica, Long Island, N. Y.
PHILLIPS LESTER CLAUD
PORTSMOUTH, VIRGINIA
Theta Kappa Psi

B.S. William and Mary; Assistant Medical Editor, Skull and Bone, '36, '37, '38; Assistant Medical Editor, X-Ray Staff, '37, '38.


DAVID MELVIN COGDELL
FAYETTEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA
Alpha Kappa Alpha

Appointment: Hahnemann Hospital, Fayetteville, North Carolina.

JULIUS FREDERICK CHAIRSELL
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
Phi Chi

B.S. University of Richmond.
Appointment: Hillman Hospital, Birmingham, Alabama.

JOHN WASHINGTON CLARK
WASHINGTON, VIRGINIA
Phi Chi

A.B. University of Richmond; Treasurer, Phi Chi, '35-'37.
Appointment: Nashville General Hospital, Nashville, Tennessee.
WILLIAM HENRY COLEY
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
B.S. Randolph-Macon; Representative X Ray, '36, '37; Secretary, Athletic Association, '37, '38.
Appointment: Johnston-Willis Hospital, Richmond, Virginia.

HUBERT DINWIDDIE CROW
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
B.S. North Carolina State College, Sigma Zeta, '37-'38; Tennis, '34-'35, '35-'36, '36-'37, '37-'38.
Appointment: Hospital Division, Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Virginia.

SAMUEL STUART DU PUY
BECLEY, WEST VIRGINIA
A.B. Duke University; B.S. West Virginia Medical School.
Appointment: Charleston General Hospital, Charleston, West Virginia.

GARLAND DYCHES
BUFFALO RIDGE, VIRGINIA
Phi Chi
B.S. University of Richmond; Brown Sequard Honorary Fraternity, '36, '37, '38; Sigma Zeta Honorary Fraternity, '36, '37, '38.
Appointment: Saint Luke's Hospital, Richmond, Virginia.
ALEXANDER MILLER EARLE, JR.
Stovall, North Carolina
B.S. Davidson College.
Appointment: Receiving Hospital, Detroit, Michigan.

IRA CHENAULT EVANS
Winchester, Kentucky
A.B. University of Kentucky.
Appointment: Tampa Municipal Hospital, Tampa, Florida.

ROBERT MORRIS FERRELL
Lewisburg, West Virginia
Theta Kappa Psi
B.S. West Virginia University.
Appointment: Chesapeake and Ohio Hospital, Huntington, West Virginia.

STANLEY JOHN FINK
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Phi Rho Sigma
B.S. University of Richmond; Secretary, Phi Rho Sigma, '36, '37; Athletic Representative, '36, '37.
Appointment: Jersey City Medical Center, Jersey City, New Jersey.
GEORGE SIMEON FULTZ, JR.
Butterworth, Virginia
Phi Beta Pi
B.S. Virginia Military Institute; Secretary-Treasurer, German Club, '36, '37; Secretary-Treasurer, Senior Class, '37, '38.
Appointment: Johnston-Wallis Hospital, Richmond, Virginia.

JAMES THOMAS GILL
Richmond, Virginia
Phi Chi
B.S. University of Richmond; Secretary, Phi Chi, '36, '37.
Appointment: Hospital Division Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Virginia.

MYER GOLDSCHMIDT
Hartford, Connecticut
B.S. Trinity College; Sigma Zeta Honorary Fraternity, '37, '38; Associate Medical Editor, Skull and Bones, '36, '37; Associate Editor, Centennial X-Ray, '37, '38.
Appointment: New Britain General Hospital, New Britain, Connecticut.

JAMES EUGENE GRACE
Morgantown, West Virginia
Phi Chi
B.A. Bucknell University; B.S. West Virginia University; Editor, Phi Chi Quarterly.
Appointment: Charleston General Hospital, Charleston, West Virginia.

THEY DID IT OVER AND OVER AGAIN!
EDWARD ELLIS HADDOCK
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
Phi Beta Pi
A.B. University of Richmond; President Student Body, '37, '38; President Junior Class, '36, '37; Executive Council, '34, '35; President, Alpha Sigma Chi; Treasurer of Fraternity, '35, '36, '37.
Appointment: State of Wisconsin General Hospital, Madison, Wisconsin.

GORDON DOUGLASS HALL
DUMBARTON, VIRGINIA
Phi Chi
B.S. In Pharmacy, M. C. V.; Vice-President, Senior Class, '37, '38; Baseball Squad, '35, '36; Manager, Baseball, '36, '37, '38; Alpha Sigma Chi; Monogram Club, '35, '36, '37, '38.
Appointment: Hospital Division, Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Virginia.

INA CLAIRE HALL
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
Alpha Epsilon Iota
B.S. West Virginia University; Assistant Superintendent, Hospital Division, Medical College of Virginia, '37, '38; President, Alpha Epsilon Iota, '37, '38.
Appointment: Assistant Director, Hospital Division, Medical College of Virginia.

ARCHIE ARTHUR HOFFMAN
CHELSEA, MASSACHUSETTS
B.S. Massachusetts State College; Sigma Zeta Honorary Fraternity, '37, '38; Assistant Medical Editor, "Skull and Bones," '34, '36.
Appointment: Boston City Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts.
ALBERT WILLIAM HOLMES  
LOWELL, WEST VIRGINIA  
Theta Kappa Psi  
B.S. University of West Virginia; Sigma Zeta Honoray Fraternity, '37, '38; Brown Squirrel Honoray Fraternity, '37, '38.  
Appointment: Hinton Hospital, Hinton, West Virginia.

THOMAS HOLT  
WARRENTON, NORTH CAROLINA  
Alpha Kappa Kappa  
University of North Carolina; President, Alpha Kappa Kappa, '37; Sigma Zeta Honoray Fraternity, '37, '38.  
Appointment: Hospital Division, Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Virginia.

JAKE CAMDEN HUFFMAN  
WEBSTER SPRINGS, WEST VIRGINIA  
Phi Beta Pi  
Marshall College; West Virginia University.  
Appointment: Ohio Valley General Hospital, Wheeling, West Virginia.

CHARLES FLEETWOOD  
JAMES, JR.  
APPOMATTOX, VIRGINIA  
Phi Chi  
Ph.G. Medical College of Virginia; President German Club, '36, '37; Executive Honor Council, '36, '37; Business Manager, X-Ray, '37, '38; Associate Business Manager, X-Ray, '36, '37, '38; Varsity Baseball, '35, '36, '37, '38; Monogram Club; Board of Publications; Presiding Junior of Phi Chi, '36-'37, Judge Advocate of Phi Chi, '37-'38; Alpha Sigma Chi.  
Appointment: New York Polytechnic Medical School and Hospital, New York, N. Y.

AND STRONG AS THEIR WAY WAS THEIR WILL.
JOHN TALLMAN JARRETT
DUNBAR, WEST VIRGINIA
Phi Chi
A.B. Washington and Lee University; President Athletic Association, '37, '38; President Y. M. C. A., '37, '38; Coach Basketball and Baseball, '37, '38; Co-Coach Basketball, '37; German Club; Baseball, '35, '36, '37, '38; Monogram Club, '35, '36, '37, '38; Athletic Representative, '36; Secretary Phi Chi, '37; Alpha Sigma Chi.
Appointments: Hospital Division, Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Virginia.

NORMAN ELWOOD KING
HAYNESVILLE, VIRGINIA
Theta Kappa Psi
William and Mary College; Honor Council, '35, '36; Cotillion Club.

ALBERT ANTHONY KOSSOVE
NEW YORK, NEW YORK
Phi Delta Epsilon
B.S. New York University; M.S. New York University; Consul Phi Delta Epsilon, '38; Revelers, '34, '36, '37, '38; Orchestra, '35, '36, Director of Orchestra, '37, '38; Glee Club Accompanist, '36, '37, '38.
Appointments: Gallinger Municipal Hospital, Washington, D. C.

SYDNEY LOEB LANG
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK
Phi Lambda Kappa
Appointments: Coney Island Hospital, Brooklyn, New York.
WILL HARDIE LASSITER, JR.
Smithfield, North Carolina
*Alpha Kappa Kappa*
B. S. University of North Carolina.
Appointment: City Memorial Hospital, Winston-Salem, North Carolina.

WALTER GLENN LEWIS
Altamahaw, North Carolina
*Alpha Kappa Kappa*
A.B. Elon College; Historian Alpha Kappa Kappa, '36; Basketball (Intramural), '36, '37.
Appointment: James Walker Memorial Hospital, Wilmington, North Carolina.

CARL SCOTT LINGAMFELTER, JR.
Dumbarton, Virginia
*Phi Rho Sigma*
B.A. University of Richmond; President Phi Rho Sigma, '37, '38; Skull and Bones Representative, '36, '37; Business Manager Skull and Bones, '37, '38; Dramatic Club '34, '35; Alpha Sigma Chi.
Appointment: Johnston-Willis Hospital, Richmond, Virginia.

WILLIAM HERBERT McCALL
Richmond, Virginia
*Phi Chi*
A.B. University of North Carolina; Skull and Bones Representative, '37, '38; Assistant Medical Editor X-Ray, '37, '38.
Appointment: Hospital Division, Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Virginia.

AND MOVED OVER TO SHOCKOE HILL.
MARVIN EVERETT McRAE
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

Phi Chi
B.S. University of Richmond; Sigma Zeta Honorary Fraternity; Brown Sequard Honorary Fraternity; Vice-President Brown Sequard Honorary Fraternity, '38; Vice-President Sigma Zeta Honorary Fraternity, '38; German Club.
Appointment: Hospital Division, Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Virginia.

LISKIE JAY MOORE
PARKERSBURG, WEST VIRGINIA

Theta Kappa Psi
B.S., A.B. West Virginia University.
Appointment: Chesapeake and Ohio Hospital, Huntington, West Virginia.

EARLE BAILEY MORGAN
DUBLIN, VIRGINIA

Theta Kappa Psi
B.S. Emory and Henry College; Recording Secretary Theta Kappa Psi, '37-'38.
Appointment: Lewis-Gale Hospital, Roanoke, Virginia.

JOHN FRANKLIN MORRIS
HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA

A.B. Marshall College.
Appointment: Chesapeake and Ohio Hospital, Huntington, West Virginia.

REORGANIZATION AND BUILDING
JACK NICHOLS
Los Angeles, California
A.B. University of Southern California.
Appointment: Highsmith Hospital, Fayetteville, N.C.

PAUL JAMES NUTTER
Clarksburg, West Virginia
Theta Kappa Psi
A.B. University of Michigan; Historian Theta Kappa Psi, '34, '36; Executive Council, '34, '36.
Appointment: Hospital Division, Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Virginia.

SIDNEY GREY PAGE
Richmond, Virginia
Phi Chi
University of Richmond; President Phi Chi, '37, '38; Vice-President Phi Chi, '36, '37; Class President, '34, '35; Brown-Sequard Honorary Fraternity, '36-78; Sigma Zeta Honorary Fraternity, '36-18; President Brown-Sequard, '37, '38; President Sigma Zeta, '37, '38; Associate Medical Editor Skull and Bones, '37, '38; Associate Business Manager, X-Ray, '34; Alpha Sigma Chi.
Appointment: Peter Bent Brigham Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts.

MARYIN BAILEY POOLE
Raleigh, North Carolina
B.A. University of North Carolina.
Appointment: Rex Hospital, Raleigh, North Carolina.
HENKEL MOSER PRICE  
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA  
Theta Kappa Psi  
B.A. University of North Carolina.  
Appointment: Stuart Circle Hospital, Richmond, Virginia.

CLAUDIO RODRIGUEZ A  
ALAJUELA, COSTA RICA  
Theta Kappa Psi  
D.D.S. Medical College of Virginia; Sigma Zeta Honorary Fraternity, '36-'38; Brown Sequard Honorary Fraternity, '36-'38.  
Appointment: Elizabeth Buxton Hospital, Newport News, Virginia.

GEORGE ROBERT ROSENBAUM  
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA  
Hampden-Sydney College.

HERBERT GRAYSON RUFFIN  
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA  
Phi Rho Sigma  
B.S. University of Richmond; Vice-President Phi Rho Sigma.  
Appointment: Ohio Valley General Hospital, Wheeling, West Virginia.
ALBERT JOHN RUSSO
Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania
Theta Kappa Psi
B.S., University of Notre Dame; X-Ray, '33, '36, '37, '38; Editor-in-Chief X-Ray, 1934; Skull and Bones, '35, '36, '37; Editor-in-Chief, Skull and Bones, 1937; Baseball, '36, '37, '38; Member Board of Publications; Monogram Club, '35, '36, '37, '38; Class Historian, '36, '37, '38; Historian Theta Kappa Psi, '38; Editor Messenger (June Issue); Alpha Sigma Chi.
Appointment: United States Public Health Service, U.S. Marine Hospital, Baltimore, Maryland.

JOSE DWIGHT SANTIAGO
Mayaguez, Puerto Rico
Theta Kappa Psi
Appointment: Presbyterian Hospital, San Juan, Puerto Rico.

IRVING MURRAY SCHOR
Brooklyn, New York
Phi Delta Epsilon
B.S., New York University; M.S., University of Virginia; Literary Editor X-Ray, '34, '35; Assistant Medical Editor X-Ray, '31, '32; Associate Medical Editor X-Ray, '17; Member American Society of Parasitologists.

EARL SHELBOURNE SCOTT
Welch, West Virginia
Phi Lambda Kappa
A.B., West Virginia University; President Phi Lambda Kappa, '37, '38; Class Secretary-Treasurer, '35, '36.
WOODROW WILSON SCOTT
Williamson, West Virginia
Phi Beta Pi
Appointment: Saint Joseph Hospital, Lexington, Kentucky.

EDWARD GEORGE SHARP
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Phi Beta Pi
B.S. Temple University; President Phi Beta Pi, '36, '37; Tennis, '34, '35, '36, '37, '38; Monogram Club, '37; Orchesra, Sigma Zeta Honorary Fraternity, '37, '38.
Appointment: Episcopal Hospital, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

DARWIN ELBERT SMITH
Huntington, West Virginia
Appointment: Lewis-Gale Hospital, Roanoke, Virginia.

HOWARD GARNETT SNEAD
Warsaw, Virginia
B.A. University of Richmond; Baseball, '34, '38; Monogram Club, '34, '38.
Appointment: Baroness Erlanger Hospital, Chattanooga, Tennessee.
PAUL CLARENCE SOULSBY
Pratt, West Virginia
Phi Beta Pi
Class: Athletic Representative, '35, '36; Baseball, '34, '35; Basketball, '34, '35; Monogram Club, '35.
Appointment: Baroness Trinager Hospital, Chattanooga, Tennessee.

OTTO SELICK STEINREICH
Newark, New Jersey
Phi Lambda Kappa
A.B. University of North Carolina.
Appointment: Newark City Hospital, Newark, New Jersey.

WILLIAM PARKER TERRY
Burkeville, Virginia
B.A. University of Richmond; Sigma Zeta Honorary Fraternity, '36-'37, '37-'38; Brown Sequard Honorary Fraternity, '37-'38; Assistant Medical Editor X-Ray, '38.
Appointment: Stuart Circle Hospital, Richmond, Virginia.

WILLIAM TALIAFERRO THOMPSON, JR.
Richmond, Virginia
Phi Chi
A.B. Davidson College; Sigma Zeta Honorary Fraternity, '36-'38; Brown Sequard Honorary Fraternity, '36-'38; Honor Council, '34, '35, '37, '38; President Honor Council, '35, '36; German Club Manager of Tennis, '34, '35; Monogram Club; Orchestra; Robert Bryan Pathology Prize; Alpha Sigma Chi.
Appointment: Boston City Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts.

THE ART GREW SLOW BUT GREW STRONG.
JACK GREGORY TILLELY
HALIFAX, NORTH CAROLINA
Alpha Kappa Kappa
B.S. University of North Carolina.
Appointment: Rex Hospital, Raleigh, North Carolina.

GILMAN RACKLEY TYLER
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
Phi Chi
B.S. University of Richmond; Skull and Bone Representative, '35; Assistant Business Manager X-Ray, '36, '37; Sigma Zeta Honorary Fraternity, '37, '38.
Appointment: State of Wisconsin General Hospital, Madison, Wisconsin.

ANNIE LOUISE WILKERSON
RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA
Alpha Epsilon Iota
B.S. University of North Carolina.
Appointment: Rex Hospital, Raleigh, North Carolina.

GEORGE HARRISON WILLIAMS
PETERSBURG, VIRGINIA
Appointment: Stuart Circle Hospital, Richmond, Virginia.
HAZAEL JOSEPH WILLIAMS
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

Phi Chi

B.S. University of Richmond; Brown Se- 
quard Honorary Fraternity, '36-'38; Secret- 
tary-Treasurer Brown Squard Honorary 
Fraternity; Sigma Zeta Honorary Frater- 
nity, '36-'38; Recorder-Treasurer Sigma 
Zeta Honorary Fraternity.

Appointment: Saint Luke’s Hospital, Rich- 
mond, Virginia.

MARGARET BRINKERHOFF WILLIAMS
MIAMI, FLORIDA

Alpha Epsilon Iota

B.S. University of Miami.

Appointment: Barnert Memorial Hospital, 
Paterson, New Jersey.

WILLIAM HART WOODSON
NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA

Theta Kappa Psi

B.S. College of William and Mary.

Appointment: Norfolk General Hospital, 
Norfolk, Virginia.

EUGENE ORWIN WRIGHT
MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA

Phi Chi

B.S. University of West Virginia.

Appointment: Henry Ford Hospital, De- 
stroit, Michigan.

THE FIRE WAS KINDLED BEFORE LONG.
HIGH in the hills walks a youth lost in dreams of the future, the staff of Aesculapius woven in the network of his vision. Down in the valley another youth, more by chance than by intent, has dedicated himself to the healing art.

In America, in Europe, in Asia, the pattern is oft repeated. A youthful legion clamours at the doors of the Temples of Medicine, eager to learn the wisdom of Hippocrates, of Galen, of Virchow.

The gates swing open and eighty initiates enter the portals of the Medical College of Virginia to study medicine. The mystery of life slowly unfolds. The muscles, the bones, the nerves of the body, the tissues, the cells, the nucleus within the cell, the particle within the nucleus . . . nearer and nearer to the vital core . . . yet still so far away. But there is joy in even the dimmest fleeting vision, and in the scantiest knowledge of life. Precious harvests of a year of toil.

No longer novices, we take up the cudgel where we layed it months before. The whys and the wherefores are slowly revealed, not as in youth we imagine, rather like precious ore mined through hours of tedious, steady labor. Health, disease, man's feeble attempt to fathom the cause, these are life's interest, these are the goals. But though the goal is distant, and the way is long, there is laughter, merriment and comradeship known only to those who day after day face the world together.

Another year, a breathing space, and then . . . a bold step forward. Theory goes hand in hand with practice, and practice brings failures and success. We learn by failure. We fail by doing and not doing. We look at death, we look at life. We walk the wards. We quaff the heady wine of little knowledge. We think we know a great deal. We find we know . . . nothing. Time is passing . . . too quickly now. Stop the clock, stop the wheels, we've got to learn it all, and no one does.

We emerge worn and weary . . . yet. Humble . . . we hope, and wise enough to be grateful for another year of learning in medical school.
CALLED OUR HOSPITAL WARDS INTO PLAY.
JUNIOR CLASS

Robert C. Longan
Northtown, Pa.
Milton M. Neall
Huntington, W. Va.
William Puschan
Portsmouth, Va.
Norman Sollod
Norristown, Pa.
Jacob Wexler
Boston, Mass.

Not in Picture: L. D. Miller.

Shrake Lyons
Lexington, Va.
Maurice Owens
Cumberland, Md.
Catin Scarano
Ponce, Porto Rico
Carl F. Stevens
San Anselmo, Cal.
F. F. Whittington, Jr.
Beaiddoo, Md.

Schoon J. McAllister
Charleston, W. Va.
Evelyn P. Sturges
Corte Madera, Cal.
Maurice Winstead
Brown's Summit, N.C.

Edward McAllister
Hilton Village, Va.
J. F. Parkinson
Richmond, Va.
J. B. Thompson
Richmond, Va.

Fred McConnell
Glo Ca, Va.
L. L. Patterson, Jr.
Lynchburg, Va.
Harry A. Tubbs
Richmond, Va.

Balfour McNeer
Hilton, W. Va.
Deborah Penneck
Brooklyn, N. Y.
L. M. Smith
Richmond, Va.
Geo. D. Vaughan
Huntington, W. Va.
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CHIMBORAZO AND CONFEDERACY
Sophomore Class History

As all scientists of the early P. M. Janitor Robert regarded somewhat quizzically a small worn dully red booklet containing on the front cover in golden script the title "Resume of the Class of 1940, M. C. V., etc., etc." A hasty turning of its pages disclosed a copy of about two years weathering and but half completed. The kindly old friend was rather disappointed but as a student well-grounded in P. M. analysis in laboratories and corridors, he peered into the beginning of the literature dated September, 1936. In his own words we quote the "waxy and flexible" thoughts of our esteemed layman scientist. "From de very beginnin' fo de period September, 1936-January, 1937, I had only sympathy for de poo chil-lun. Dey bisected and dissected and dey cut up wid anatomy. Each an' ebery an of dem didn' like nolows de soupbones; dey couldn' put things together. But, Lawdy how dey worshipped dat lil man who kept a painting finger all de times to what Ah calls ordinary folks sense. Ah expects Abe Lincoln an dis man Osterad follows de same road in my religion.

Turning over a few more pages of the diary of the Class of '40, quoting the wizened old gent: "Fo de period January-June, '37, ah sees nothin' but mo' headaches wif amino acids chained onto things, and wif electricity racin' through de brain and up and down de spinal tracks. Some of dese tracks stays put but some crosses over to de oder side." Arbitrator Robert slowly followed the story along and here and there he saw evidence of the emotional response when the weathering approached stormy proportions on Judgment Day in May, '37. Steady fingers turned over the leaves slowly to the second epoch. Quoting the learned Robert: "Ah sho' am powf'ful happy to see de young uns back again. Dey is a happy lot now. Ah sees mo' friendship, mo' hoomane feelin'; everyone is movin' faster, but thinkin' mo' an' mo' about what dey is about. Every child bought de stethoscope befo' Doc Walker gave de 'go' sign. Dey puts dem in de o' side pockets fo' de neces-sary scientific exposure. De Paul Reveres of Sign and Symptoms are learned in de Diagnosis class."

Robert turned several pages which disclosed unfinished business—delightful business, culminating in pharmacology, medicine, and surgery. The aging eyes of our kindly old judge show a bountiful delightfulness and—now we leave our old friend in his pleasant smiling way pondering over the next epoch of the Class of '40.
O. Aguilo
Mayaguez, Puerto Rico

T. F. Coates, Jr.
Tazewell, Va.

G. S. Ferrell
Lynchburg, Va.

R. Guthrie, Jr.
Athens, W. Va.

H. Honeyman
Roanoke, Va.

J. P. Aliff
Whiteville, W. Va.

J. M. Cooper, Jr.
Bergen, W. Va.

D. Fisher
Seashore Island, N. Y.

Wm. C. Grinnan
Richmond, Va.

M. J. Hoover, Jr.
Richmond, Va.

C. B. Hughes, Jr.
Concho, W. Va.

C. F. Hunter
Moundville, W. Va.

J. F. C. Hunter
Magnolia, N. C.

S. B. Hunter
Magnolia, N. C.

F. C. Johnson
Greenfield, Mass.

V. M. Bryant
Elm City, N. C.

J. R. Edwards
Asheville, N. C.

A. F. Gardner
Richmond, Va.

R. K. Handlan
Moundsville, W. Va.

H. S. Johnson
Berwin, W. Va.

AND WHILE THERE WERE DEAD AND DYING
AND WHILE THERE WAS BLOOD BEING SHED,
COMMENCING our new careers in the centennial celebration of the Medical College of Virginia, a variegated cosmopolitan group of freshmen became introduced to this business of the medical art at the expense of much work and time. Somehow, as the year pressed on and its days became less and less, we became a worried group of individuals endeavoring the two-fold existence of mental demand and physical supply. Engrossed as we are, in the exactments of Anatomy, Chemistry and their kindred sciences, we managed to stay away from a bookish existence just long enough to become cognizant that we had neighbors in the form of eighty odd souls struggling with the same problems which it behooves us to consider important, necessary and wise.

The routine of student life was broken up occasionally by a diverging dance or moving picture, whose theme told us in some intangible way that the sterner stuff for which we came was to be forgotten for the moment and that we were to make a neighbor out of our fellow workers and help ourselves assume the countenance, if not the ability, of Hippocrates.

As we look back over the past several months, we are in awe of the immensity which has thus far been placed behind us. Backgrounding ourselves with fundamentals which are with us at present, it is the fond hope and wish of all that the day of reckoning will find all our medical numbers fortified with pleasant features to return the second year. Since it is our good fortune to begin the second century of progress, let us carry on the noble torch handed down to us by our proud ancestors.
Ernest B. Agee
Logan, W. Va.

Samuel Blank
Richmond, Va.

Herschel M. Cooke
Grayson, Ky.

Rort. S. Faircloth
Nortolk, Va.

Isa. Cotten Grant
Greenville, N. C.

H. C. Allen Jr.
Richmond, Va.

John O. Boye, Jr.
Roanoke, Va.

John Cortopassi
Richmond, Va.

Everett S. Fogle
Union Bridge, Md.

A. B. Gravatt
Ellerson, Va.

Donath. Rabb
Philippi, W. Va.

Chan. E. Baehring, Jr.
Union City, N. J.

Walter Burtis
Elizabethtown, N. J.

Wm. F. Cox
Jacksonville, N. C.

Margaretta Estin
Porto Rico

William Huffman
Webster Springs, W. Va.

Ben H. Bandy
Lincolnton, N. C.

Herbert Burton
Brown Summit, N. C.

W. L. Daner
Paden City, W. Va.

Herbert Gensberg
New York City

Julius C. Hulcder
Richmond, Va.

C. Fred Jones
Rockbridge Bath, Va.

Lawrence L. Banks
Sacramento, Cal.

Melvin G. Baynard
Bradford, S. Bennett
North Emporia, Va.

Lowry, N. Y.

Irving Chonaw,
Richmond, Va.

F. L. Dormett
Thomasville, N. C.

Glen Grant
Greenville, N. C.

Robert S. Faircloth
Norfolk, Va.

Evelyn B. Grash

Charles R. DuGan
Richmond, Va.

John C. Goodwin
New York City

Olin M. Goodwin
Buckhannon, W. Va.

Arthur A. Kirk
Suffolk, Va.

TO GIVE DOCTORS TO THOSE THAT BLED.
When quieted the shots and the din
Richard Lee Simpson, D.D.S.

In appreciation for his high ideals as a gentleman and teacher, a man for whose friendship and counsel, we the Senior Class in Dentistry, are truly indebted.
Senior Class History

At the dawn of a new year when we look forward to the beginning of a new era in our lives we are also at the beginning of a new century in the life of the college. With the heritage of a hundred years behind us how can we help but be successful? Four short years ago we were amazed at the far-distant day of 1938 when we would have acquired all that the Medical College of Virginia could offer. How awed we were of the senior who casually talked of crowns, bridges, partial dentures, rarifying pericementitis fibrosa, or ethics and jurisprudence. Too, too fast have those freshman, sophomore, and junior years sped away into history.

When today has become dimmed by many tomorrows may we leaf through these pages and live again the trials and tribulations which now confront us—mountainous mole-hills which seemed too important to ever be forgotten—when seeing four patients a day was a Herculean task, signing blue slips for instruments a necessity, waiting for an instructor to check a step an eon, and the loss of a number seven spatula a major catastrophe. May we recall too, hours spent in the lab, working against time; how serious it was to some, how sincere to others, and to the rest of us, what good sport. May we never lose that camaraderie and zest which we possess in this our senior year. Let us continue with the enthusiasm and exactness which has been exemplified in our instruction, making an attempt to better ourselves and our associates by rendering the services which it is our duty to offer and their right to expect. If, when grades, units, and other similar things no longer need be considered, we can close our respective offices at the end of the day and have the same personal satisfaction of a day well spent as we have now at the close of a course in dentistry, we will not have been false to that trust with which we have been endowed.

We are told that the first hundred years are the hardest; we are therefore in a position to take advantage of the opportunities which it offers. They are undoubtedly many.
SIDNEY VIRNELSON ALLEN
Wilmington, North Carolina
Xi Psi Phi
B. S. Wake Forest; President Xi Psi Phi, '37, '38.

EDGAR DEWEESE BAKER
Norfolk, Virginia
Delta Sigma Delta
William and Mary, Norfolk Division; Grand Master Delta Sigma Delta, '37, '38; President Sophomore Class, '36, '37; Associate Dental Editor of Skull and Bone, '37, '38; Associate Dental Editor X-Ray, '36, '37; Inter-Fraternity Council, '37, '38; Sigma Zeta, '37, '38.

ERNEST LINWOOD BAYTON
Portsmouth, Virginia
Delta Sigma Delta
William and Mary, Norfolk Division; Worthy Master Delta Sigma Delta, '37, '38; Senior Page, '36, '37; Historian Sophomore Class, '35, '36; Associate Dental Editor Skull and Bone, '36, '37, '38; X-Ray Staff, '36, '37; Inter-Fraternity Council, '37, '38; Sigma Zeta, '37, '38.

JAMES PERCY BUTLER
Portsmouth, Virginia
University North Carolina; Honor Council Junior Class, '36, '37; Athletic Representative Senior Class, '37, '38.

AND ANEW, SHE STARTED ALL OVER!
FLAVIUS H. BROWN, JR.
SOMMERSVILLE, WEST VIRGINIA
Psi Omega
West Virginia University; President Senior Class, '37, '38; Executive Committee, '36, '37; President of Psi Omega, '37, '38; Treasurer Psi Omega, '36, '37; Junior Representative to Dental Student Association, '36, '37; Inter-Fraternity Council, '36, '37, '38; Alpha Sigma Chi.

HENRY EVANS COLEMAN
WISE, NORTH CAROLINA
Delta Sigma Delta
Oak Ridge Military Institute; Historian Delta Sigma Delta, '36, '37, '38; Representative Skull and Bones, '35, '36.

RUFUS ALPHEOUS DANIEL, JR.
Pleasant, North Carolina
Delta Sigma Delta
Wake Forest College; Senior Page Delta Sigma Delta, '31, '32; Honor Council, '31, '32; Secretary-Treasurer Student Dental Association, '36, '37; Sigma Zeta, '37, '38.

PHILLIP NORMAN DAVIS, JR.
Hampton, Virginia
Psi Omega
William and Mary; Vice-President Junior Class, '36, '37.
ANTHONY MEALY DeMUTH
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA
Psi Omega
B.S. Hampden-Sydney; Penn State; Member Pi Kappa Alpha, Sigma Upsilon, Alpha Kappa Kappa; Secretary Psi Omega, '37, '38; Historian Junior Class, '36, '37, and Senior Class, '37, '38.

HOWARD M. HANNA
STAUNTON, VIRGINIA
Psi Omega
William and Mary; Honor Council, '34, '35; President Junior Class, '36, '37; Basketball, '34, '35, '36, '37; Monogram Club, '34, '35, '36, '37; President Athletic Association, '37, '38; Senior Class Representative Skull and Bones, '37, '38; Alpha Sigma Chi.

WILLIAM BENJAMIN IRBY
BLACKSTONE, VIRGINIA
Psi Omega
Washington and Lee University; Junior Grand Master Psi Omega, '36, '37; Executive Council, '37, '38; Vice-President Athletic Association, '37, '38.

SANFORD ANDERSON LIPFORD
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
Psi Omega
School of Pharmacy Medical College of Virginia; Chaplain Psi Omega, '36, '37; Junior Grand Master Psi Omega, '37, '38; Skull and Bones Representative, '34, '35; Executive Committee, '33, '34; Secretary-Treasurer Junior Class, '36, '37, and Senior Class, '37, '38; Basketball, '33, '34; Associate Dental Editor Skull and Bones, '36, '37; Dental Editor Skull and Bones, '37, '38; Dental Editor X-Ray, '37, '38; Debating Team Mortar and Pestle Club, '33, '34; Chairman Senior Invitations Committee, '37, '38; Vice-President Student Body, '37, '38; Alpha Sigma Chi.
NOVENA MARPLE
Flatwoods, West Virginia
University of West Virginia and Glenville State; Historian Freshman Class, '34, '35.

MILTON MARK NEALE
Palls, Virginia
Psi Omega
William and Mary and Lynchburg Colleges; Chaplain Psi Omega Fraternity, '37, '38; Honor Council, '36, '37; Vice-President Senior Class, '37, '38.

A. GEORGE ORPHANIDYS
Newport News, Virginia
Xi Psi Phi
Virginia Polytechnic Institute; Editor Xi Psi Phi; Athletic Representative, '35, '36; Baseball, '34, '35, '37; Basketball, '35, '37; Associate Dental Editor Skull and Bones, '36, '37, '38; Church Representative Y. M. C. A.; Membership Committee, Y. M. C. A.

WILLIAM HENRY TRAYNHAM, JR.
Hampton, Virginia
Kappa Alpha
Athletic Representative, '36, '37; Honor Council, '37, '38; Manager Basketball, '36, '37, '38; Class Basketball, '36, '37, '38; Monogram Club, '37, '38; Vice-President Y. M. C. A., '36; Chairman Membership Committee, Y. M. C. A., '37, '38.
Junior Class History

"Time is long and time is fleeting," and thirty-two members of the Junior Class will tell you that "the world was not made in a day," Three years ago on a hot September morning we cast our lot as candidates for a D.D.S. degree and all of its trimmings. In this brief period of time we have seen "trimmings" of various types and have learned to hope and wait.

Gone are the happy days (?) of carefree leisure when in Anatomy Lab we used to store up the cadavers at four-thirty and wash our hands of the consternation of the human body. Gone are the sleepy lab periods in which we dully gazed into the microscope eye pieces and dreamed about what to spot on our next quiz. Alas, the joyous days of Physiology Lab are terminated, where most of the class spent clock hours gazing out of the "Cabaniss Hall Window" looking south.

We have combated and become immune to "Shaw's Bacteria," and have successfully toured the Philippine Islands by "air." No longer do we belong to the brown shirted army of lab men, but now we are men in white and we can hardly remember our silly questions such as, "Where does the wax pattern go in the casting technique? Is ether inflammable? And what does the man mean when he says, "I think in terms of static material筑?"

Already we have passed the half-way mark and we realize that the water gets deeper. We have entered into the year which is looked upon by all, as the one which will prove if we have chosen the profession in which we are able to cope, and successfully pursue. Only now do we realize the seriousness of it all. We find that we are no longer dealing with static material and dentiforms, but human tissues and the Biological factors of dentistry. We must now apply our skill, guided by the helping hand of the faculty in cementing the base of our chosen profession. Let our preparation be of strength and value, and not dimmed with undercuts and weak margins; let us put our best into all our doings making the first year of the second school century a guide post for our followers, and in departing leave behind our foot prints in the sand of time—Who knows!
Sophomore Class History

In the month of September, 1936 A. D., the Class of 1940 was initiated into the ranks of the dental profession, with some thirty odd men fired with ambitions and ideals.

In the month of September, 1938 A. D., the Class of 1940 began the second year as students (to a more or less degree) of their chosen profession, its ranks depleted and at the same time augmented with members whose ambitions had been perhaps slightly "dented" but whose ideals were being more firmly embedded within the folds of their respective cerebræ.

The past year and subsequent months have been filled with events which have and are serving to make for future lifelong friendships. We have shared in our triumphs and defeats; though there has and always will continue to be a certain satisfaction derived from a personal triumph, we fellow students are looking forward to seeing sitting in their respective seats, in the month of September, 1938 A. D., those men who are at present occupying them—all enthusiastic members of the Junior Class. We trust that our earnest endeavor will avail us another step to the goal we seek.
SOPHOMORE CLASS

SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY

Joseph A. Abraham
Newport News, Va.

Richard L. Eagles
Fountain, N. C.

R. Hollcomb

Robert L. Miles
Glenside, Penn.

Robert L. Simons
Williamstown, Vt.

Not in Picture: Lewis Harris, Raymond Pollock, T. J. Ross, Milton Smith.

Paul H. Brown
Summersville, W. Va.

James B. Early, Jr.
Wolftown, Va.

Winstead Hughes
Evington, Va.

Maurice E. Newton
Henderson, N. C.

Alfred L. Spaloni
Hazleton, Penn.

Aubrey F. Clark
Orange, Va.

John D. Edmondson
Pocahontas, Va.

R. E. Kerlin
Winchester, Va.

Earl R. Nicholas
Durham, N. C.

Glover C. Starbuck
Staunton, Va.

Robert H. Deere
New London, Conn.

Albert J. Epstein
Newark, N. J.

Robert L. King, Jr.
Wilmington, N. C.

Jose O. Porrata
San Francisco, Puerto Rico

William C. Sumner
Easty Gap, Va.

Thomas L. Dixon
Durham, N. C.

Harold A. Epstein
Newark, N. J.

William Y. Lewis
Richmond, Va.

Leslie H. Rawles, Jr.
Suffolk, Va.

J. V. Turner, Jr.
Wilson, N. C.

Aubrey C. Duffer
Famous, Va.

James G. W. Gillespie
Nashville, Va.

Edward Y. Lovelace, Jr.
Macclesfield, N. C.

Clyde D. Roberts
Abingdon, Va.

Robert B. Young
Baskerville, Va.
FRESHMAN CLASS

IT WAS raining, the day was dreary, and all were under nervous tension the morning of September 7, when forty-four members of the Freshman Class presented themselves as matriculates for the first year dental class. After a brief interview with the Dean, the nervous tension was relieved; when he assured the members of the class, that the reason for our arrival was not because of poor Pre-Dental preparation but that we would have more time to acquaint ourselves with our new surroundings before the hurrying upper classmen came in.

There was perfect attendance for the first few days; then when two of the members of the class saw what it was like they had weak hearts and fell by the wayside; thus leaving forty-two members to carry on the great work. Have we been carrying on the great work or are we shirking our part? We are at least learning new things. We have explored far below the surface of the human body and have found many facts revealing themselves before our own eyes. We have found the reason why and how many things work in the human body. We see our own teeth in our mouths and then we get curious and try to carve one just like it—do we? Or don't we? Usually we have cut too much or not enough and then we have more work to do.

We have been learning in our Personal Hygiene how to take care of our bodies, the proper diet and the proper way to carry our bodies. We have learned how to make impressions, and do we make them—we even like it so well that we make several—the first ones are bad. Don't forget that the first impression is the one that counts—but not a cast impression.

We as members of the Freshman Class owe a great sum to our dear professors who are so kind and patient with us. Some can even laugh at our mistakes. We are going to overcome all our mistakes and failures and our entire class will graduate in the year of 1941 with the D.D.S. degree? We have great team work and a lasting spirit of cooperation both among students and the cooperation of each faculty member. We hope that we will continue the good work and never have any failures. We shall try to make history while we are here and let our followers realize that we were the class that made scholastic records outstanding. We all pledged our hearty support and cooperation for the guidance we receive by one of the best faculty staffs in the country.
FRESHMAN CLASS
SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY

M. J. Albert Wm. H. Alexander Arthur A. Angelico B. B. Battlesman

David M. Bear John O. Boyd

Worth Byrd
Erwin, N. C.

Wm. Lee Hammon
Pallocksville, N. C.

Adela Menendez
Puerto Rico

Wm. Byrd Margaret Connell

J. W. Hanna
Schenectady, Va.

Walter Minga
Bluefield, W. Va.

Chas. R. Richard T. W. Roberts

Reas Russell
Tazewell, Va.

Donald Shoemaker Clayborne

Mr. Frank P. Pitts, B.S., M.S.

With gratitude for his whole-hearted, untiring efforts in our behalf, with sincere appreciation of his personal worth and with abiding and deep affection for him we dedicate this section of the X-Ray to Mr. Pitts.
Senior Class History

On the fifteenth day of September, 1934, a group of twenty-four new Pharmacy students gathered at the Egerian Building for the Convocation exercises. We were timid, homesick individuals whose one desire was to study and learn the art of Pharmacy. As Dr. Sanger, our beloved President, spoke to us our timidity seemed to wane and new strength surged within us when we heard that we would be the graduates of the centennial year of the College. Therefore knowing the Faculty's solicitous feeling for us we began our college careers with great confidence and high spirits. This largely accounted for the fact that no member of the class was dropped during the Freshman year, and in that respect at least, established a record of persistence which no other Freshman class has equalled in this school since its beginning.

September of '35 brought us back as Sophomores with only three missing and nine new members added to the rolls. In that year Physics and Chemistry were nightmares to us and primarily due to these at the beginning of our Junior year, twelve old faces were gone and eight new ones from other colleges had taken their places. Many were the snares and snares that beset our path the Junior year, and many a wakeful night was spent in an effort to master the formulas in organic or the theory of emulsification in Mr. Rowe's 1B.

As the day of graduation draws nearer for the twenty-one remaining members of us, we realize more and more the trials and tribulations of those who taught us. As we go to the various communities may we become a part of them and try to uphold the standard of an Institution that is celebrating a century of service to mankind. May we always remember that a prescription is a message which carries a tale of human suffering and furnishes the pharmacist with an opportunity to relieve pain and restore health to some unfortunate person.

The timidity we felt at first fades under the rush of many memories. What bitterness we had loses its unpleasant taste. There have been friendships cemented and always the spirit of fellowship prevailed. We remember the many hopes, ambitions, emotions that have been casualties, and the fewer that have matured have done so with help gotten from those who taught us; their increasing effort in our behalf we remember and acknowledge in deepest humility.
GEORGE EDWARD BARROW, JR.
Blackstone, Virginia
Kappa Psi
Honor Council, '34, '35; Executive Council, '36, '37; Treasurer of Kappa Psi, '36, '37; President Kappa Psi, '37, '38; Secretary of the Student Body, '37, '38; Pharmacy Editor Skull and Bones, '37, '38; Pharmacy Editor X-Ray, '37, '38; Mortar and Pestle Club; German Club. Alpha Sigma Chi.

NEWTON MORRISON BROOKE
Warrenton, Virginia
Kappa Psi
Sports Editor Skull and Bones, '35, '36; Dramatic Club, '35, '36, '37; Secretary Kappa Psi, '37, '38; Mortar and Pestle Club.

DENZIL DURANDE COCKERHAM
State Road, North Carolina
X-Ray Representative, '37, '38; Dramatic Club, '36, '37; Mortar and Pestle Club.

WILLIS JULIAN COMSTOCK
Petersburg, Virginia
Associate Pharmacy Editor Skull and Bones, '35, '36; Executive Council, '35, '36; Treasurer Mortar and Pestle Club, '37, '38; Historian Senior Class; Mortar and Pestle Club.

TO THOSE CLAIMED TO BE IN THE KNOWING!
HERALD LEON EDDS
FAYETTEVILLE, WEST VIRGINIA
X-Ray Representative, '36, '37; Mortar and Pestle Club.

HUGH WILLIAM GRAHAM
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
Honor Council, '36, '37; Skull and Bones; Representative, '37, '38; Mortar and Pestle Club.

SAMUEL HUDNALL DODD, JR.
BOYKINS, VIRGINIA
Kappa Psi
Athletic Representative, '34, '35, '36, '37; Baseball, '34, '35; Basketball, '34, '35; Associate Pharmacy Editor Skull and Bones; Associate Pharmacy Editor X-Ray; Mortar and Pestle Club.

PEARL ELIZABETH EBERHARD
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
Representative Skull and Bones, '36, '37; Secretary Mortar and Pestle Club, '36, '37; Secretary and Treasurer Senior Class; Mortar and Pestle Club; Sigma Zeta, '37, '38.
WILLIAM WILSON GRAY
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA
Revelers; Dramatic Club; Mortar and Pestle Club.

JAMES FRANK HOLLENBECK
JETTURVILLE, VIRGINIA
Athletic Representative, '37, '38; Mortar and Pestle Club.

STANLEY HARDEN JEWELL
ELMIRA, NEW YORK
President Freshman Class; President Mortar and Pestle Club, '36, '37; Executive Council, '37, '38; Mortar and Pestle Club.

WILLIAM WENDELL
JOHNSON
PORTSMOUTH, VIRGINIA
X-Ray Representative, '34, '35; Mortar and Pestle Club.

THEIR NOBLE DEEDS PRESENTED.
ANDREW RALPH MARTIN
FORD, VIRGINIA
President Sophomore Class; Vice-President Senior Class; Mortar and Pestle Club.

J. LOYD MARTIN
WHITE POST, VIRGINIA
Kappa Psi
Secretary and Treasurer Freshman Class; Basketball, '34, '35; Secretary and Treasurer Junior Class; Vice-President of Kappa Psi, '37, '38; Mortar and Pestle Club; German Club.

WILLIAM HOWARD JOYNER
SUFFOLK, VIRGINIA
B.S. William and Mary; Honor Council Representative, '37, '38; Mortar and Pestle Club; Sigma Zeta, '37, '38.

NANCY BURFOOT KING
SURRY, VIRGINIA
Vice-President Sophomore Class; Mortar and Pestle Club.
ROBERT LEE RICHARDSON
Stuart, Virginia
Revelers, '36, '37, '38; Glee Club, '36, '37, '38; Senior Class President; Mortar and Pestle Club; Sigma Zeta, '37, '38; Alpha Sigma Chi.

LODELL MARIE SAVILLE
Murat, Virginia
Secretary and Treasurer Sophomore Class; Historian Junior Class; Rho Chi Honorary Fraternity; President Rho Chi, '37, '38; Mortar and Pestle Club.

ABE SHEER
Richmond, Virginia
Omega Chi
Secretary and Treasurer Junior and Sophomore Class; Skull and Bones Representative; '33, '34; President of Omega Chi, '37, '38; Mortar and Pestle Club.

OAKLEY ORAN VAUGHAN
Hopewell, Virginia
Kappa Psi
President Junior Class; Vice-President Freshman Class; Mortar and Pestle Club; President, '37, '38; Mortar and Pestle Club.

SUCH SOUND DEPARTURE RESONATED.
The Young Professional to His University

Adolescent, awkward, humble,  
With mind and hands inclined to fumble,  
With grand, impractical dreams of fame,  
A conception of life as a glamorous game,  
I entered. You have given me  
A deep love of sincerity,  
The satisfaction of well-done work,  
Contempt for a man who is willing to shirk.  
You’ve taught me how to heal, to cure—  
You’ve made my hands skilled, swift,  
And sure—  
You’ve set before me, as my guide  
Ideals of professional honor and pride.  
I had become, when I left you,  
A man with work in the world to do.  
You’ve but one more duty to fulfill—  
Now, teach me how to collect a bill!  

—Mildred R. Brill.
Junior Class History

Preparation of Junior Class:

Method:
Part I. Freshman Reactions completed in 1936 yielding Sophomores.
Part II. Sophomore Reactions completed in 1937 yielding Juniors.
Part III. Junior Reactions as follows:
To the pure distillate of the Sophomore Pharmacy Class of 1937, being an unsaturated chain of 21 carbons, through addition reactions add 8 transfers and 3 specials. Treat this combination "weekly" with the following, interchangeably and continuously for eight (8) months, beginning September 21, 1937, after the proper McCauley atmospheric requirements have been met, with excess dilute holidays to prevent prescription of any unstable constituents:
Crockett's Saponified Debit-Credit Preparation

(R. S. P.)
Rudd's immisible Organic Fluids 100 parts
"Rowe" Extract of Pharmacy 600 parts
Fletcher's First Aid Combination 960 parts
Childrey's Drug Synonyms, Vitamins and Enzymes 120 parts
Snider's "Germ-processed" Oil 60 parts

Mix according to the "Pitts Schedule" using "Mortar and Pestle" weekly. At the end of eight (8) months procedure macerate from May 30 to June 4, 1938, with daily examinations and agitation. Percolate, not to exhaustion, at a moderate rate and Q.S. the clear percolate to the desired volume for a "good market for Pharmacists." Dispense in accordance with Winne's juris prudence.

Capiat: Cum grano salis.

Use: With the aid of the faculty admirers of the profession and professional associates may be used to elevate that same profession to a noble standard.

Caution: Not guaranteed against precipitation in cases of intense friction. Many ingredients very soluble in "test" acids due to low density. Others readily reactive. Alcoholic contents: none to speak of.

Antidotes: Graduation—Follow immediately with hard crystalline State Board and call a drug store employer at once.

Refuse all substitutes. Patented under name of '1938 Pharmacy Juniors." A M. C. V. preparation complying with U. S. P. standards.
JUNIOR CLASS

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

Herbert M. Adlitt
Appomatox, Va.

Horace A. Albertson
Richmond, Va.

Zalmon I. Beachman
Portsmouth, Va.

James F. Clarke
Covington, Va.

Walden H. Cook
Mullins, W. Va.

H. Marcus Crockett
North Tazewell, Va.

Paul J. Evans
Melford, W. Va.

Robert H. Gardner
Boyce, Va.

D. D. Gray, Jr.
Norfolk, Va.

Garland C. Hare
Jeterville, Va.

Albert W. Haswell
Arlington, Va.

Sidney Hirsch
Portsmouth, Va.

E. M. Hugina
Richmond, Va.

E. Justine Hughes
Concho, W. Va.

Horace Jones
Blackstone, Va.

Leon J. Lazarus
Richmond, Va.

Roderick Lucas
Riner, Va.

Walter Ormes
Richmond, Va.

Joseph M. Painter
North Emporia, Va.

F. Joseph Hughes
Concho, W. Va.

H. J. Shepherd
Richmond, Va.

Jonah Slepow
Richmond, Va.

Rupert Tart, Jr.
Dunn, N. C.

James T. Tomney
Richmond, Va.

Mozelle Webb
Disputanta, Va.

J. N. Wilkerson
Farmville, Va.

NOT IN PICTURE

J. O. Wallace
Arlington, Va.

Tony Mensford
Richmond, Va.

Clyde Wells
Richmond, Va.

Charlie Fore
Richmond, Va.

Charlie Patterson
Lynchburg, Va.

Curtiss Jones
Townsend, Va.

OBJECT—First, to complete the Sophomore year and register next fall as a junior;
Second, to receive a diploma that will bestow a Bachelor of Science and Pharmacy Graduate degree;
Third, to help alleviate human suffering by dispensing potent drugs.

APPARATUS—Many textbooks of Chemistry, English, Physics, Biology, Mathematics, Economics and Sociology; a mass of laboratory equipment (to be handled with the greatest possible care); a completely equipped drug store; a small amount of social activities; and thirty-three human guinea pigs (better known as students.)

SKETCH—See opposite page (or see picture.)

PROCEDURE—We took twenty-four of these students in September, 1936, and subjected them to the pressure of two semesters of Mr. Pitt's Chemistry, Dr. McCoy's English, Dr. Deno's Biology, Mr. Foster's Mathematics, Mr. Childress' Pharmacy and Dean Rudd's Orientation. This pressure reduced the volume to fourteen students. In September, 1937, this new volume, along with nine transfers, was subjected to another compression of Mr. Pitt's Qualitative and Quantitative Chemistry, Dr. McCoy's English, Dr. Thomas' Economics and Sociology and Mr. Harrison's Physics. This rough mass was smoothed and polished with such social activities as dances, receptions, speeches and picnics.

CONCLUSION—We, the Class of 1940 found that many obstacles are encountered, that many sacrifices are made, many hours spent in study and a mass of facts are to be learned before we can become Juniors or get that coveted diploma. In spite of these hardships which we share together, we are becoming closer knit and will go forth to new tasks better equipped professionally and socially.
SOPHOMORE CLASS

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

Chas. A. Anderson, Jr. Richmond, Va.
Robert V. Cherricks Chincoteague, Va.
.
Paul Handy Stuart, Va.
.
Martin Sager Richmond, Va.
.
W. G. Clark Louisa, Va.
Ashley Jones Danville, Va.
.
Boyd S. Clements Gloucester, Va.
.
Martha M. Klor Galax, Va.
.
Edward A. Wingold Kenbridge, Va.
.
Alec Epstein Richmond, Va.
.
.
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ABOUT THIS TIME, SO HISTORY TELS,
LAST September the 1937 Freshman Pharmacy Class of the Medical College of Virginia, twenty-four strong, began its college career.

We have been fairly active in the general affairs of M. C. V., inasmuch, as it is possible for mere freshmen to be. Many of our number played basketball in the Interclass League. It seems that we were almost totally lacking in basketball ability, however, as we ended the season in last place. Other members of the class became actively interested in the school publications, six were initiated into Kappa Psi fraternity, and several became affiliated with the school orchestra. Approximately fifty per cent of this class bought memberships to the Y. M. C. A.

We feel that the class officers whom we elected at the beginning of the session have performed their respective duties well and we are proud of them.

Having more or less successfully weathered a barrage of quizzes, etc., we feel that we are now M. C. V. students not only by matriculation, but in spirit as well. Although we were a bit bewildered at first by the many different things that do bewilder freshmen, we have, all in all, had a reasonably satisfactory first year.

With these reflections of the past, and unlimited worlds to conquer ahead of us (the cure for cancer is still unknown, I believe) we await the next step, entrance into the lordly (ask any soph) Sophomore Class.
THEM Sought to Dig Up Dead Men's Bones
To Mrs. Ethel W. Johnson, our house mother, whose understanding and congeniality has made Cabaniss Hall a happier place to live in, we dedicate our section of the Annual.
Senior Class History

On September 17th thirty-six scared girls entered the Medical College of Virginia, each determined to follow the profession of Nursing. All came with the thought of making an earnest effort to do her best at all times. All of us had a slight idea of what nursing meant, but found that it was not the romantic thing, as many of us had pictured.

Now that our three years of hard work and study are over, we can look back and recall many interesting things that happened. Shall we ever forget those first four months of probation period? We found "the big bad wolf" watching us at every move. It was a period of study and adjustment on the part of each individual. Then came the first mile-stone of our career—the wearing of the cap. We were truly a member of the Freshman Class but long hard work was ahead of us.

During our Junior year things were slightly different in that we accepted more responsibility and felt more important. Knowledge learned during the first year was put into practice and we worked with but one purpose in mind—that of receiving an R.N. Many became discouraged and a few dropped out but the remainder kept a "stiff upper lip" and accepted their position as one of greatness. During the summer we all enjoyed a much-needed three weeks vacation and came back with new vitality.

Then came the crown of glory for every member of the Senior Class. Something had been lacking on our caps. They were no longer in style and all were eager for the change. What did we get? Nothing less than our black bands! It was great fun to let everyone know we were Seniors and we were well on our way to the end.

We can afford all types of sympathy to the preliminary students and at times wonder if it was worth all the effort. But when the time has expired and we leave dear old M. C. V. we know that what we have learned can never depart.

The Senior Class of '38 trusts that her history may never be forgotten but will serve as a guide post for those who follow. May history repeat itself and all of us become nurses as our instructors and supervisors taught us. We've spent three happy years here and may our memories and associations here remain with us throughout our lives.
CHARLOTTE DOUGLAS BAILEY
Prince George, Virginia

HELEN SEMLAR BAYLOR
Richmond, Virginia
Secretary and Treasurer Senior Class, '38;
Glee Club, '38; Executive Committee, '36, '37.

HAZEL MAE BRADLEY
Salem, Virginia

HOMELY LEE CALVERT
Danville, Virginia

WHERE NO LONGER SORROWS CEASE.
MARY L. CASEY
GOLDSBORO, NORTH CAROLINA
Glee Club, '36.

GRACE L. COOPER
ASHEBORO, NORTH CAROLINA

BARBARA ELLEN DIXON
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA
Virginia Intermont College: Honor Council, '37; Glee Club, '36, '37, '38; Nursing Editor Skull and Bones, '38; Nursing Editor X-Ray, '38; Sigma Zeta, '37, '38; Alpha Sigma Chi.

ANNA MAE EARLEY
HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA
Vice-President Class, '37-'38; Basketball; Glee Club, '36, '37, '38; Nursing Editor Skull and Bones, '36.
BARBARA ELIZABETH EDDINS
Clifton Forge, Virginia
Danmore Business College; Vice-President Class, '34, '35; President Class, '35, '36.

HELEN VIRGINIA HOCKMAN
Mauertown, Virginia
Honor Council, '36, '37.

MARY LOUISE HUMPHRIES
Basketball, '36, '37, '38; Glee Club, '36, '37, '38.

PEARLE ELIZABETH HILL
Fort Meade, Florida

DISTURBING THE BURIAL PEACE.
MARY WRIGHT KUYKENDALL
Romney, West Virginia
West Virginia University; Basketball, '36, '37, '38; Nursing Editor X-Ray, '37; Class Historian, '38.

JUANITA VIOLET LOOPE
Salem, Virginia
Basketball, '36, '38; Glee Club, '36, '37, '38; Vice-President Class, '36, '37, '38; Dramatic Club, '36, '37, '38; President Senior Class, '38; Assistant Class Room Instructor, '38; Sigma Zeta, '37, '38; Alpha Sigma Chi.

BESS LEE JONES
Beaufort, North Carolina
Lewisburg College; Basketball, '36, '37; Glee Club, '36, '37, '38; Honor Council, '38; Chairman Social Committee, '36, '37.

MARY PARSONS KUYKENDALL
Romney, West Virginia
West Virginia University; Class Historian, '37; Secretary Dramatic Club, '37; Basketball, '36, '37, '38; Sigma Zeta, '37, '38.
THOUGHT THEY, THEIR LOVED ONES SIGHED,
ALMA COVALL PANCAKE
Romney, West Virginia
Basketball, '36, '37; Captain Basketball, '38; Assistant Class Room Instructor, '37.

ISOBEL VIRGINIA SCOTT
Paris, Virginia
Chairman Executive Committee, '36, '37; Secretary and Treasurer, '36, '37; Basketball, '36, '37; Dramatic Club, '35, '36.

HAXEL SPENCER
Narrows, Virginia

MARY ELIZABETH STEPHENS
Honor Council, '36, '37; Executive Committee, '36, '37; Basketball, '35, '36.
MYRTLE JANE WALSTON
Bethany Beach, Delaware
Basketball, '36, '37, '38; Dramatic Club, '36, '37; Glee Club, '36, '37; Librarian Glee Club, '37; President Glee Club, '38; Nursing Editor X-Ray, '38; Chairman Honor Council, '38; Treasurer Student Body, '38; Alpha Sigma Chi.

BEVERLEY CRAIG WALTHOUR
Richmond, Virginia
Glee Club, '36, '37, '38; Executive Committee, '37, '38.

CORNELIA E. WINGOLD
Kembridge, Virginia
Chairman Prelim. Class, '31.
A COLLECTION of forty-six individuals from eight different states made entry into the Nursing School in September, 1936. We felt strange at first, but it was not long before we found solace and comfort in our work and our friends. Introduced as we were to a new and tremendous undertaking we delved immediately into our part of this four-school existence.

Assuming eight hour duty at Christmas-time of our first year, we began to feel the importance which somehow we managed as preliminaries, to catalogue into our brains. The bigness of our tasks became easy with the knowledge that we were a help to suffering humanity.

Our approach to the present, was interestingly interrupted on our sombre way, by the more gay and happy affairs tendered by the Faculty Reception, picnics, holidays, etc., and we made use of the dances at Cabaniss Hall to divert for an hour or so from the tighter strings of caps and capes. Efforts to be completely uniformed in red, white and blue, cost us much in the way of anxiety, and duty attendance, but when finally the pinnacle was reached, we were able to look back at our commencing year and utter a word of satisfaction that now we see how our Nightingale existence fits into the scheme and plan of the Nursing School. It is with hope that we look to the Senior year in furthering our study and our wish to emulate that gist of women who stay by the bedside assisting the nobleness of medicine in the healing art.


"Preliminaries’ Progress"

DURING the past year, or perhaps since childhood, there had come to us faintly at first, and then with greater clearness the vision of the “Lady of the Lamp.” Again and again the vision reappeared; the pleading eyes could not be denied and the answer came from many sincere hearts—we too would travel the rugged but joy inspiring “Road of Service to Humanity.”

We had scarcely begun our travels when a great number of those who had experienced active service prepared for us a grand reception to receive and welcome us into their midst. This display of friendliness warmed our hearts and helped us forget our homesickness.

On Hallowe’en night we were guests at a very gay celebration. The festivity had been arranged by those who had advanced a year toward the goal which we also hope to attain.

A few days later, our eagerly awaited opportunity arrived, we were to don our Garments of Service and actually wait upon and comfort the sick. As we took our first hesitant steps toward the suffering our fears were greatly lessened and our hearts cheered as Miss Wolfe and Miss Pancake passed by us as we worked and gave to each of us a cheerful smile and word of encouragement. Soon we came to the Mire of Despair, mid-term examinations.

Happy days were temporarily over while we struggled through the Slough of Despond—Final Examinations. All good things must come to an end, so must examinations and so we awaited with worry-lined brows for a message of acceptance from our esteemed Miss Zeigler. One bright day in January our fears were allayed, we smoothed the wrinkles from our brows and perhaps plucked out a gray hair or two. Happiness flooded our beings when we were told that we might continue along the road upon which we had begun. We greatly miss several of our comrades who have turned into other paths along the way and wish for them a happy and successful journey.

About two weeks later we paused in our travels to receive from our Dean the caps which were to be a token of our progress. This occasion was for us a very happy one, and we set forth with renewed zeal, resolved to try harder than ever before to do good unto others and help make the world a better place in which to live.

Miss Pancake has proved herself to be indeed a friend in need, one to whom we could take our troubles and late assignments. She would chide us very convincingly when we had done wrong, but would commend us gladly when our work was well done.

We are now beginning the second part of our journey, in the distance we can see the Mountain Tops of Happiness and also the Valleys of Despair. To continue to make progress is our aim, not only until we have reached our goal but during all the years of our lives and with every mile of our journey along the Road of Service.

JESSIE WESSELING, Historian
DEPARTMENT OF DIETETICS

STAFF:

KATHRYN HEITSHU, B.S.
Assistant Director, Therapeutic Dietitian

EMALLEN GRAHAM, B.S., M.S.
Assistant Director, Administrative Dietician

CAROLYN WALLACE, B.S., M.S.
Assistant Director, Private Pavilion and Wards Dietitian

MARY JANE ALLEN, B.S.
Assistant Director, Staff Dining Rooms Dietitian

STUDENTS

CATHERINE WARMACK
St. Louis, Missouri
B.S., Iowa State College

KATHLEEN CREECH
Wilson, North Carolina
B.S., Battle Creek College

ANNE WOOD
Richmond, Virginia
B.S., Harrisonburg State Teachers College

DOROTHY CHITTUM
Richmond, Virginia
B.S., Fredericksburg State Teachers College

ELIZABETH YOUNG
Mount Jackson, Virginia
B.S., Harrisonburg State Teachers College

LOIS STEARNS
Mount Rainier, Maryland
B.S., University of Maryland

This Department was established at the Hospital Division, Medical College of Virginia in 1929.
CURED

The mailman has come with letters at last;
A lady opens the gate to greet him there.
A worried face smiles, the day's heat is passed,
"Perhaps there is news from my darling fair?"

Fingering the missive she opens it with fear.
Loathe she is to learn of dreadful news.
"...Sweetheart, I will be home, with love sincere--"
Tonight, thanks are given in monastic pews.

Footsteps tread lightly upon the dusty ground--
Seemingly, to tell the inward gain.
Amid scented silences, the churchman found,
The worried lady saying rosaries again.

Before the sun had set its sanguinous glow,
Before the sweeping harvests grew full grown.
Before the lovely lady bent her sleepy head low,
Before the coming of morning, he came home.

A. J. R.

THE YEARS PASSED ON TO 1913
Beginning Book Two
Somehow a charmingly-hewn heritage fostered and continued, and found its way through the mess of tape and tying.
Dr. Hunter Holmes McGuire (1835-1900) was medical director of the army in Shenandoah Valley under Stonewall Jackson. When Jackson was shot by his own men upon returning from the front where he had routed Hunter's lines, Dr. McGuire treated him, removing a round ball shot from the back of his right hand and amputating the left arm three inches below the shoulder joint.

Dr. McGuire was elected to the chair of surgery at M. C. V. and held this position until eighteen hundred and seventy-eight. In eighteen hundred and ninety-three, in union with associates he founded the University College of Medicine, which in nineteen hundred and thirteen amalgamated with M. C. V.
THETA KAPPA PSI
Professional Medical Fraternity
Founded at Medical College of Virginia in 1879

BETA CHAPTER
Established at Medical College of Virginia in 1879

OFFICERS AND PERSONNEL

T. S. Ely  President
George Colon  Vice-President
E. B. Morgan  Secretary
Fred McConnell  Treasurer

R. S. Blackman  '38
R. F. Bell  '38
Phyllis Claud  '38
M. Ferrell  '38
A. W. Holmes  '38
Norman King  '38
E. B. Morgan  '38
L. J. Moore  '38
P. F. Nutter  '38
H. M. Price  '38
Dr. C. Rodriguez  '38
A. J. Russo  '38
D. Santiago  '38
J. W. Barnhart  '39
J. Buegarner  '39
T. S. Ely  '39
J. Gibson  '39
V. H. Link  '39
F. G. McConnell  '39
L. D. Miller  '39
R. G. Rivas  '39
M. Winsted  '39
O. Aquido  '40
George Colon  '40
N. C. Ewing  '40
G. T. Kerhulas  '40
C. J. Lopez  '40
Robert Nutter  '40
F. E. Ogleby  '40
Clarence Ward  '40
Charles Balgeni  '41
William Bandy  '41
Bradley Bennett  '41
Russel Bowers  '41
F. L. Caudill  '41
Peter Comings  '41
James Glavoules  '41
J. L. Roberts  '41
George Stewart  '41
Douglas Straton  '41
Edward Tanks  '41

U. C. M. AND M. C. V. WHO SO EACH OTHER HATED
PHI CHI
Professional Medical Fraternity
Founded at University of Vermont in 1889

THETA ETA
CHAPTER
Established at Medical College of Virginia in 1899

OFFICERS AND PERSONNEL

S. G. PAGE  President
JAMES HUMPHREYS  Vice-President
J. PARKINSON  Secretary
M. M. NEALE, JR.  Treasurer

J. W. CLARK  '38
FRED CHAVERS  '38
GARLAND DIXIE  '38
JAMES GILK  '38
GORDON NEL  '38
CHARLES F. JAMES  '38
JACK T. JARRETT  '38
W. H. MCCALL  '38
W. E. McRAE  '38
SHERMAN PAGE  '38
W. T. THOMPSON  '38
G. B. TYLER  '38
H. JOE WILLIAMS  '38
W. L. CLAIRBORNE  '39
GUY BRAYNAMAN  '39
ARTHUR GATHRIGHT  '39
HAROLD GOODMAN  '39
JIMMY HUMPHREYS  '39
GERALD LOGRIppo  '39
COLEMAN LONGAN  '39
M. M. NEALE  '39
JIMMY PARKINSON  '39
JOHN L. PATTERSON  '39
W. H. SMITHIE  '39
J. B. THOMPSON  '39
MADISON JARRETT  '39
H. A. TURTS  '39
W. R. STEVENS  '40
JOHN T. WALKE  '40
JOHN EDWARDS  '40
S. B. HUNTER  '40
J. F. C. HUNTER  '40
ROBERT J. SCOTT  '40
H. C. ALLEN  '41
L. H. BANKS  '41
J. O. BOYD, JR.  '41
F. N. BUCK  '41
W. H. Buffer  '41
W. F. COX  '41
W. E. DANER  '41
C. F. IONS  '41
R. FAIRLEIGH  '41
PETE LAXON  '41
H. G. McCUT  '41
P. J. McELROTH  '41
MADE PEACE AND WITH THEIR FINESS

Pag. Ninety-eight
OFFICERS AND PERSONNEL

John Stone  President
Walter Vest  Vice-President
Brainard Hines  Secretary
Edward Haddock  Treasurer

G. S. FULTZ  38
E. E. Haddock  38
J. C. Huffman  38
W. W. Scott  38
E. G. Sharp  38
P. C. Soulsby  38
W. P. Baker  38
R. E. Corbell  38
J. H. Hale  39
B. E. Hines  39
C. E. Hudson  39
C. F. Jaskiewicz  39
E. R. McAlister  39
G. Palmer  39
J. E. Stone  39
G. D. Vaughan  39
G. M. Wright  39
F. Whitefield  39
G. S. Ferrell  40
R. S. Gatherum  40
C. B. Hall  40
M. J. Hoover  40
C. B. Hughes  40
F. C. Johnson  40
H. S. Johnson  40
E. L. King  40
E. F. Oliver  40
W. F. Richmond  40
C. M. Scott  40
G. E. Snyder  40
W. E. Vest  40
F. B. Warner  40
T. F. Coats  40
L. M. Galbraith  40
M. Orell  40
R. B. Ware  40
J. G. Webb  40
E. B. Agee  41
C. R. Duggan  41
E. V. Fogel  41
W. Huffman  41
C. B. Kepler  41
D. S. Morris  41
R. T. Peters  41
A. Sutphin  41

PHI BETA PI
Professional Medical Fraternity
Founded at University of Pittsburgh in 1891

PHI PSI CHAPTER
Established at Medical College of Virginia in 1901
ALPHA KAPPA KAPPA
Professional Medical Fraternity
Founded at Dartmouth College in 1888

ALPHA KAPPA CHAPTER
Established at Medical College of Virginia in 1906

OFFICERS AND PERSONNEL

D. C. Daughtrey '38 President
W. H. Willis '38 Vice-President
W. H. Lassiter '38 Rec. Secretary
C. H. Woodburn '38 Treasurer

D. M. Coege '38
K. N. Carrier '38
Thomas Holt '38
W. H. Lassiter '38
W. G. Lewis '38
J. C. Tellery '38
D. C. Daughtrey '39
W. H. Willis '39
C. H. Woodburn '39
Louis Fernandez '39
Paul Ageffi '40
A. E. Powell '40
V. M. Bryant '40
J. H. Moseman '40
H. W. Burton '41
H. M. Cook '41
G. T. Crowell '41
W. A. Preston '41
F. L. Dorsett '41
B. P. Simpson '41
L. M. Mason '41
P. M. Stoutamire '41
L. H. Nenon '41
F. W. Van Gelder '41

ONE HUNDRED THEN FLAP! THE FLEETING WINGS OF TIME
PHI RHO SIGMA
Professional Medical Fraternity
Founded at Northwestern Medical School in 1890

UPSILON CHAPTER
Established at Medical College of Virginia in 1906

OFFICERS AND PERSONNEL

Carl S. Lingamfelter  President
Herbert G. Ruffin  V-President
Stanley J. Fink  Secretary
Elmer S. Robertson  Treasurer

E. L. Bagby  '38
S. J. Fink  '38
C. S. Lingamfelter  '38
H. G. Ruffin  '38
B. Clary  '39
J. M. Cotter  '40
Frank Hancock  '40
Richard Handlan  '40
Elmer Robertson  '40
Donald Babb  '41
David Goodwin  '41
Olin Goodwin  '41
ALPHA EPSILON IOTA
Professional Medical Fraternity for Women
Founded at Ann Arbor, Michigan in 1889

PI CHAPTER
Established at Medical College of Virginia in 1923

OFFICERS AND PERSONNEL

Ina Claire Hall
President

Annie Louise Wlkerston
Vice-President

Louise Fry Galvin, M.D.
Secretary

Mary B. Baughman, M.D.
Treasurer

Ina Claire Hall '38
Annie Louise Wlkerston '38
Margaret Williams '38
Anabel Hope Shawkey '39
Elizabette Martin '41
Mayville Jane Owens '41
Carolyn Moore '41
Catherine Roth '41
Ina Conen Grant '41
Malene Grant '41

PANNACLED WITH THESE AS FIRSTS
OFFICERS AND PERSONNEL

Earl S. Scott  
Sydney Lang  
Morton Guzy  
Saul Krugman  

President  
Vice-President  
Secretary  
Treasurer  

1918
1918
1918
1918

1919
1919
1920
1940
1941
1941

SIGMA CHAPTER
Established at Medical College of Virginia in 1924

WE LOOK TO THE FUTURE EAGER.
PHI DELTA EPSILON
Professional Medical Fraternity
Founded at Cornell University in 1904

ALPHA MU CHAPTER
Established at Medical College of Virginia in 1924

OFFICERS AND PERSONNEL

A. A. Kossove — Consul
S. J. Hellman — Vice-Consul
Carl Manuta — Chancellor
Bernard Greenblat — Scribe

Albert A. Kossove '38
Irving M. Seikoh '38
Sidney J. Hellman '39
Carl Manuta '39
Bernard Greenblat '39
Norman Solod '39
Sidney Lyons '39
Fernando Pasternack '40
Jacob Fleax '40
Leonard Apter '40
Milton Berlad '40
Irving Gershberg '41
Alex Dworsky '41
Herman Honeyman '41
Herbert Gershberg '41
Abe Zies '41

AROUND OUR MIDST THERE SPRINGS IN BRICK
XI PSI PHI
Professional Dental Fraternity
Founded at University of Michigan in 1889

XI CHAPTER
Established at Medical College of Virginia in 1903

OFFICERS AND PERSONNEL

Sidney V. Allen President
U. G. Bradenham Vice-President
Walter H. Carr Secretary
Charles M. Rosa Treasurer

Sidney V. Allen '38
A. G. Ordanov '38
C. M. Ross '39
M. D. King '39
U. G. Bradenham '39
Fernando Rodriguez '39
W. E. Neal '39
Ramon Miranda '39
W. H. Carr '39
George N. Trakas '39
E. Reid Nichols '40
T. L. Dixon '40
Robert H. Derry '40
J. O. Porrata '40
E. J. Katz '41
William Murray '41
PSI OMEGA
Professional Dental Fraternity
Founded at Baltimore College of Dental Surgery in 1892

GAMMA OMICRON CHAPTER
Established at Medical College of Virginia in 1908

OFFICERS AND PERSONNEL

F. H. Brown, Jr.  Grand Master
S. A. Lipford  Jr. Grand Master
A. M. DeMuth  Secretary
A. C. ViPond  Treasurer

F. H. Brown, Jr.  '38
A. M. DeMuth  '38
P. N. Davis  '38
Ben Iry  '38
H. M. Hanna  '38
M. M. Neale  '38
S. A. Lipford  '38
R. L. Mason  '39
H. S. Moon  '39
A. C. ViPond  '39
D. M. Jones  '39
P. H. Brown  '40
A. F. Clark  '40
J. B. Early  '40
C. H. Heissbeck  '40
E. Y. Lovelace  '40
Ray Pollock  '40
G. C. Starruck  '40
R. B. Young  '40
J. G. W. Gillespie  '41
J. Gibbons Wall  '41
R. G. Russell  '41
David M. Bear  '41
F. Paul Turner  '41
J. M. Keene  '41
W. R. Mingo  '41
J. R. Boyd  '41
W. B. Jones  '41
C. R. Richards  '41
ALPHA OMEGA
Professional Dental Fraternity
Founded at University of Maryland in 1907

ALPHA BETA
CHAPTER
Established at Medical College of Virginia in 1929

OFFICERS AND PERSONNEL

Harry Weiner  Chancellor
Jack C. Kanter  Vice-Chancellor
Milton Smith  Secretary-Treasurer

Jack C. Kanter  '39
Harry Weiner  '39
Joseph A. Abraham  '40
Abi J. Epstein  '40
Harold A. Epstein  '40
Milton E. Smith  '40
Bernard B. Battleman  '41
Sidney Davidson  '41

TO HEAL OUR SUFFERERS FASTER.
DELTA SIGMA DELTA
Professional Dental Fraternity
Founded at University of Michigan in 1882

OMICRON OMICRON CHAPTER
Established at Medical College of Virginia in 1931

OFFICERS AND PERSONNEL

E. D. Baker  Grand Master
E. L. Bayton  Worthy Master
P. R. Milton  Scribe
M. W. Brockmeyer  Treasurer

E. D. Baker  '38
E. L. Bayton  '38
H. E. Coleman  '38
R. A. Danret, Jr.  '38
M. W. Brockmeyer  '39
S. J. Ward  '39
B. J. Strader  '39
N. B. Woodward  '39
J. D. McCue  '39
C. W. Powell  '39
P. T. Harrell  '39
J. D. Kucera  '39
P. R. Milton  '39
C. K. Johnson  '39
Winstead Hughes  '40
J. V. Turner, Jr.  '40
R. J. Mills  '40
R. J. Shmons  '40
W. C. Nenner  '40
R. A. Holcomb  '40
R. L. Eagles  '40
W. Y. League  '40
E. M. Newton  '40
J. B. Brown  '41
A. D. Dunn  '41
W. M. Byrd  '41
E. J. Gorski  '41
W. L. Hammond  '41
T. W. Roberts  '41
D. C. Shrayer  '41

SURE, CERTAIN THING, AS WE THINK OF
KAPPA PSI

Professional Pharmaceutical Fraternity
Founded at Medical College of Virginia in 1879

THETA CHAPTER
Established at Medical College of Virginia in 1879

OFFICERS AND PERSONNEL

George E. Barrow, Jr.
Lynne Martin
N. Brooke, Jr.
J. F. Clarke

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

G. E. Barrow, Jr.
Newton M. Brooke, Jr.
S. H. Dodie, Jr.
J. L. Martin
O. O. Vaughan
J. F. Clarke
Walden Cook
Paul Evans
Bobbie Gardner
J. M. Parker, Jr.
Walter Ormes
J. O. Wallace
Aubrey Anderson, Jr.
Jno. W. Payne, Jr.
R. A. Allen
John L. Carter, Jr.
L. H. Crockett
M. M. Gregory, Jr.
Phil W. Handy
Ralph W. Handy
J. O. Hubbard, Jr.
Amery Jones
C. V. Jones
Horace W. Jones
James May
C. V. Montgomery, Jr.
C. G. Patterson, Jr.
Roy Smith
Kenneth Tipton
W. Henry White, Jr.
Anderson Wingold
Carroll Shunk
OMEGA CHI
Professional Pharmaceutical Fraternity
Founded at Medical College of Virginia in 1933
•
Established at Medical College of Virginia in 1933

OFFICERS AND PERSONNEL

Abe Sheer  President
Jacob Plotkin  Vice-President
Jonah Slipow  Rec. Secretary
Martin Sager  Treasurer

Abe Sheer  '38
Z. L. Blachman  '39
Leon Lazarus  '39
Shirley Hirsch  '39
Jacob Plotkin  '39
Jonah Slipow  '39
Martin Sager  '40
Moses Bridges  '41

PORTERS, BIGGERS, SANGERS CARRYING ON,
SIGMA ZETA
National Honorary Fraternity
Recognizing Scholarship in Scientific Work

GAMMA CHAPTER
Established at Medical College of Virginia in 1926

OFFICERS AND
PERSONNEL

S. G. Page  Master Scientist
M. E. McRae  V.-Master Scientist
H. J. Williams  Rec.-Treasurer

Hayes Caldwell '38
Garland Dyches '38
Dr. Claudio Rodriguez '38
W. P. Terry '38
W. T. Thompson '38
E. C. Bryce, Jr. '38
H. D. Crow '38
Meyer Goldschmidt '38
A. A. Hoffman '38
A. W. Holmes '38
Thomas Holt '38
E. G. Murb '38
G. R. Tyler '38
E. D. Baker '38
R. A. Daniel '38
R. L. Richardson '38
W. H. Joyner '38
Pearl Eberhard '38
Barbara Olson '38
Jennita Locke '38
Mary P. Kuykendall '38
B. B. Clary '39
T. S. Eli '39
A. B. Gatheright, Jr. '39
M. E. B. Owens, Jr. '39
Catin Scarano '39
W. M. Smith '39
Jacob Wealler '39
J. C. Kantor '39
H. S. Moon '39
P. R. Miltan '39
Sol Blachman '39
D. D. Gray '39
Jennie Jitters '39
Julia Jones '39
Pauline Wood '39
Helen Popovich '39

TO STEER THE SHIP THAT FLOUNDERED.
BROWN SEQUARD SOCIETY

Professional Honorary Medical Society

Founded at Medical College of Virginia in 1931

OFFICERS AND PERSONNEL

Sidney Grey Page — President
M. E. McRae — Vice-President
H. Joseph Williams — Secy-Treas.

Hayes Caldwell 38
Garland Dyches 38
M. E. McRae 38
S. G. Page 38
Dr. Claudio Rodriguez 38
W. T. Thompson 38
H. Joseph Williams 38
W. E. Terry 38
A. W. Holmes 38
B. B. Clary 39
T. S. Ely 39
A. B. Gathright, Jr. 39
M. E. B. Owens, Jr. 39
W. M. Smethie 39

SHARPENED STEEL AND COMMON SENSE
ALPHA SIGMA CHI
Honorary Leadership Fraternity
Established at Medical College of Virginia in 1938

OFFICERS
- Edward Haddock
  F. H. Brown
  J. T. Jarrett
  Juanita Loope
  George Barrow

  President
  Vice-President
  Secretary
  Treasurer
  Historian

Edward Haddock '18
Gordon Hall '18
C. F. James '18
J. T. Jarrett '18
Carl Eingampelet '18
Sidney Page '18
A. J. Russo '18
W. T. Thompson '18
R. O. Hanna '18
F. H. Brown '18
S. A. Lipton '18
R. L. Richardson '18
George Barrow '18
Myrtle Walston '18
Juanita Loope '18
Barbara Dixon '18

EACH ONE ITS PART IS PLAYING
TO HEAL THE SICK AND AID THE ILL
Beginning Book Three
Even as in distant places, Resurrectionists have played their part, and the eighties possess a story all their own.
TURNING back the pages of our history one becomes interested in the nocturnal graveyard exploits of Chris Baker and Old Billy, M. C. V. negro work hands. Student dissecting material was for a time supplied by bodies unearthed by Chris and Billy from the pauper section of Oakwood Cemetery and the unfenced burying ground near the City Almshouse (City Home). Merely mentioning the name “Chris Baker” used to bring weird thoughts to the Richmond populace, especially the colored folks.
The Centennial Year presented many problems which were considered by the Executive Council and student body. New plans and procedures were introduced and many diversions offered. A few of the important events are listed here.

In order that a better understanding might be prevalent among the social fraternities, plans are under way for an interfraternity council organization.

In this Centennial year we desire to lay the foundation for a new student society, the need of which has long been felt. Members of this society are to be selected from the four schools. This, we hope, will create a better understanding among the student bodies of the four schools by drawing them more closely together. One's eligibility for membership in this society is to be based upon his versatility of interest and activity during the first two or three years of his medical college career. Thus leadership will be encouraged among our students. It is hoped that this society will perpetuate the high ideals and standards that have been gleaned through our "Century of Progress" and that it will always join hand-in-hand with our college administration in its progressive policy.

Every effort shall be made to create and maintain the most lasting kind of relationship between the faculty members and our many students.

Desiring to spread our interests beyond the gates of our own school, a local chapter of the National Association of Medical Students was formed. Through this organization we shall attempt to share the problems, and help, wherever possible, in the solution of them, with the other medical students throughout the country.
BELIEVING IN THE THINGS OF GOD
THE CENTENNIAL X-RAY

The good effort to assemble the pages of the Centennial X-Ray in such a manner as to be worthwhile to the century which is ours, became easy with the wealth of material available. It is the fond hope of your editor that this completed volume will in some small measure coalesce a few of the important events in M. C. V. history and at the same time depict the story of the senior year so that in future reminiscence one may leaf back the printed pages and recall the faces which four years promulgated as friend and neighbor. Time has so directed its years that the present senior classes are to be remembered as centennial graduates.

ALBERT J. RUSSO
Editor-in-Chief

Herein are recorded the salient features of our four school existence and the variegated mixture of graduates making up the many ways of the healing art is representative of the dreams somehow initiated by that band of men—Our Founders at the Old Union Hotel in 1838.

Ideas endeavoring to connect the traditional old with the progressive new have filled the theme and contents of the Centennial edition of X-Ray.

The staff has done its work in assisting the collection of the many parts and it is hoped that the completed whole meets approval, and fulfills the annual purpose of giving the student body a volume which helps it to remember.

CHARLES F. JAMES, JR.
Business Manager

EDITOR.
RELIEVE IN PART, AN ACHE OR PAIN
THE CENTENNIAL

SKULL and BONES

Assuming some of the new ideas presented last year in Skull and Bones, and adding new ideas, themes, and set up, the weekly publication of the Medical College of Virginia has endeavored to associate, connect and present the activities and news items to the student body.

The Skull and Bones weekly newspaper is in its sixteenth year of publication and this, the Centennial year, has been an unusually good year for conveyance of the important events by way of the printed paper. The improvements and new sections of last year were continued and the readers were introduced to the Dental Department, the Pharmaceutical Review, an entire page of sports, and that worthy column, the Cap and Cape.

The editor of Skull and Bones expresses his appreciation for the fine assistance and cooperation headed by an able staff and a business manager whose ability made easier the handling of the many details encountered. The editorial and business staff heads deserve much praise for the capable job they have performed this centennial year.

THOMAS S. ELY
Editor-in-Chief

CARL S. LINGAMFELTER
Business Manager

TO HELP OUR FELLOW MAN.
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

H. M. Hanna, President

OFFICERS OF ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

President
H. M. HANNA

Vice-President
BEN IRBY

Secretary
W. H. COPEY

Treasurer
J. R. McCauley

MANAGERS

DR. W. H. PARKER
Graduate Manager
Cordon Hall

Baseball

W. H. TRAYNHAM
Tennis

W. T. THOMPSON, JR.

Girls Basketball

JESSE N. JEFFERS

FACULTY MEMBERS

DR. W. B. PORTER
School of Medicine

DR. W. B. GURLEY
School of Dentistry

MISS FRANCES H. ZEIGLER
School of Nursing

Dr. W. H. Parker

This, the Centennial year, is coincidently the fifth
year of existence for the Athletic Association of the Medi-
cal College of Virginia. Impetus and concentrated effort
in 1923 led to the birth of the Athletic Association, and
since that time the diversional aspects that umpires, and
referees initiate by calling together team competition, has
suggested much in the way of momentarily forgetting of
the strong pursuits of Medicine, Dentistry, Pharmacy and
Nursing. That the aims of the Association is creating
play, diversion, relaxation, exercise, have been fulfilled
cannot be denied. In 1924 Dr. Wm. H. Parker became

Graduate Manager of the A. A., and the affairs and plans
of the sports program have made rapid strides since the
appointment of Dr. Parker.

The success of an athletic season at M. C. V. is not deter-
mined by the number of games won or lost but by the
pleasure derived in participation or in watching contests.
Much of the success of the Association is attributed to Mr.
Larrick who aids nobly in making team participation a
pleasant and happy undertaking.

H. M. HANNA, President.

MANAGERS

Gordon Hall
Baseball

W. T. Thompson
Tennis

W. H. Traynham
Basketball

Jesse Jetties
Girls Basketball

Gordon Hall

W. T. Thompson

W. H. Traynham

Jesse Jetties
Top row: G. Allen, Krapin, Hart, Pelcher
Second row: Hanna, Gardner
Bottom row: Lyons, Cram, Sager, G. Alexander

Third row: Richards, H. Allen
Fourth row: Plotkin, Jarrett

BASKET BALL

SCHEDULE

Hampden-Sydney
Lynchburg College
"G" Men
Bridgewater College
Randolph-Macon
University of Virginia
Hampden-Sidney
Randolph-Macon
American University
Union Theological Seminary
Lynchburg College
M. C. V. Alumni
"G" Men
American University

Here
There
Here
There
Here
There
Here
There
Here
There
Here
There

INTERCLASS CHAMPIONS

Back row: Mutter, Rosenberg, Rafter, Mr., Krapin, Honeyman.
Front row: Cram, Warner, Bryant, Vest.
TENNIS

Left to right: Thompson, Manager; Longan, McNeer, Patterson, Captain

GIRLS' BASKETBALL

Back row: Fay Thomas, Sponsor; Helen Matyko, Marjorie Simpson, Mary Wright Kuykendall, Edith Lane, Honey Calvert, Alice Newland, Coach
Front row: Mary Nance, Jessie Jeffers, Alma Pancake, Captain; Myrtle Jane Walston, Bernie Manning
The four estates in the personnel of any college which are concerned in its government, its administration, and the extension of its influences are—the trustees, the officers of administration and faculties, the alumni, and the students.

The activities of the alumni and their influence in college affairs have grown in this country enormously within the last twenty-five years. Their relation to their college is unique; there is no such relation, no such interest and influence in other countries. The system of alumni organization, of general associations, and of local college clubs, has no counterpart in other countries. The alumni of American colleges have come to realize their responsibilities and their opportunities for service. They are imbued with the spirit of service, the desire, and a firm purpose to be of use to their colleges. So long as this spirit is restricted to the desire to serve, it is of incalculable value to the college.

"We hear much of the traditions of famous educational institutions, but if we look into them we commonly find that they concern men; men who have stamped their personalities, who have given of their generous natures and who have colored the intellectual atmosphere about them."
Beginning Book Four
Throughout, there has been naught but firm fabric. Those who enter, inherit and carry on an ennobled century.
The gradual progress to present day aseptic technique was long in coming and a recollection of the crude instruments, restraining ropes and chance operating tables, gives information enough that earlier medicine and surgery were indeed brutal. The discovery that germs cause disease and the untold blessings of anesthesia are chapters relegated to the highest attainments allotted to man. With the relief of pain and the cognizance of a germ world, surgery and medicine made rapid strides until the present pinnacle was reached.
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MISS ETHEL ANN RUSSO
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Centennial Theme
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MISS MARY VIRGINIA HLANARY
Petersburg, Virginia
Skull and Bones, Editorial Staff
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Lower Right
MISS BARBARA ELLEN DIXON
Roanoke, Virginia
Features

Deceased, December 5th, 1937.
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Upper Right
MISS ANN MITCHELL
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MISS MAE BELLE WILLIAMS
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CENTENNIAL CLASS RISE FROM RANKS DISCUSSED

Warried As Frosh, Weary As Seniors

Four years ago an odd 110 or so youths decided upon the undertaking in medicine, dentistry, pharmacy and nursing (3 years). Since the initial day when McGawley managed to inveigle some of you bottles of Scotch out of a few hundred dollars, you have never ceased to forgive a greenback. Facultal alumni succeeded nobly in instilling timidity into prospective medics. While dental alumni were complaining of the same tough old grind Gradient proves, professional by now in hieroglyphics, today jerking, and drug dispensing, tell sad tales to farmers endeavoring to become pharriors. The tricks and the trials of a society existence in the freshman year were at times fathomable only because a couple of hundred brains were stubborn. Cadavers, assumed importance and these unsuspecting humans provided the necessary playground for scalps, forceps and blunt dissecting fingers. Ungentlemanly as some of us may have been, there are none perhaps more so than the medics who cut a piece of cadaver skin, sent it home to Mabel and told her to chew on it. cause "bark is good for the teeth."

Entertained with worry the second year was undertaken with new faces added to a dwindled roster. Sacred but scared, many came to school on a rainy day and sat in the rows of seats which for some unexplained reason simulated churchly pews. Clutching your roommates' umbrellas like an ear in a flood, you didn't dare move, lest some back-row nitwit flabellate would hurl paper just like it was Skell and Bones on a Friday. At length, the sophomoric drone gave way to the hot July sun, when some of the bespectacled purs.

(Continued on page two)

MIMIC SWAMP HOLLER NINE GAME GOES 18 INNINGS

Always On the Go

The little red school house on the corner of 12th and Broad which for the last 100 or less years housed the Outside O. B. Quarter, has its story of laughter, wail and woe to relate. Since the beginning, the initial stay has been one of wonder, worry and excitement. You may have waited for a street car and thought it would never come; you may have waited for a date until what seemed doomsday; you may have sat in a doctor's office until you knew the champion waiting man in the world is the Doc who wants three days while on first call O. B. and then waits almost long for the rascal to show up at the vulva.

The first week of service is dilemma itself. While two members of the group go out on a baby spree, the rest are occupied with hospitalization charts and blood counts. With a few of the Outside O. B. Docs this year gives an insight into the phenomenal workings of the O. O. B. system. It is interesting to note the facial expressions on the newly entering baby-satchers, as they enter the broken-walled, scrubbed all-over room. They are overcome with the tradition of the place. Each corner has for years housed an enormous mess of mosquitoes whose sole purpose in life is to wait until evening and produce whirls as big as chief complaints. Lost one become lonesome for the woods, cricket's make the stay sound forestish.

While their ears are leaning on a tree in the Front, the future medicos sleep intermittently of the night. Suddenly, a ring, a ting, a ting-a-ling, and a half-sleepy bell (Continued on page four)

ACTION OF A TERATOMA

Of all the mixed-up things on earth I'm chosen the last, for utility and worth. My eyes were strangled amid the rush, My lips just talked me and so I was husk. I've lost my kidneys, misplaced my teeth— I'm so disarranged, I'm indiscernant. My sundry pieces all bottled and mixed, Are scattered all over, I certainly was fixed! I am almost toothless—sure they're solid and same; But somewhere in the literature, there's a cavity just the same! I found my teeth mingled up with my brain . . . . An lungs an liver . . . . like it was hit by a train! Discovered bits of stomach, bow, I couldn't see, Cause they layed around where my neck should be!

I've cursed an sworn at the blasted blastomere, For missing me up, oh I'd like to choke him here!

Thoughts were fine to . . . A Greta Garbo be . . . But nobody can do what no eyes can see!

I'm scattered and strung in discredited disgrace, I'm hickie-de-pickle-de all over the place!

When first I visioned my dastard plight,

I cursed at the pieces, for once I was right!

Thought a maiden I'd be . . . but a man I insist

But the hell of it is . . . I'm a dermoid cyst

Now a brain cell here and a lung cell there . . .

(Continued on page three)

OUTSIDE O. B. DOCS PREGNANT WITH NEWS

SCOR 41-1

In a game played at the C. C. A. field yesterday, the medico baseball contingent upset the strong Skunk Holler nine 41-1. From the first batter in the first inning it looked like a rare medico day. Playing after an announcement which stated that all the members of the medico team passed examinations, there was no end to the vim, vigor and vitality which followed.

Jimmy Darrett, erstwhile medic hurler and base-knock artist, started off the initial score for the docs by slamming a terrific line smash toward the third base blue; Ole Jimmy was so fast going around the bases that his line drive hit him flush on the bean as he came sliding into third base. He was unconscious most of the time but he played his usual bang-up doll game. Skipper Hall, pale from worry, flushed his face when the pitcher threw him a slow ball. The ball was so long in coming Harry-up Hall grew a beard waiting for it. When it arrived, he struck out anyway which proved that Holler Skunks got something besides odor.

Johnny Throw was the visiting hurler, and Billie Catchem was the catcher. When Throw would throw the ball to Catchem, Catchem would catch every third one, since the medics took advantage of the bow-legged visiting shortstop and hit 2 out of 3 through his legs like a bowling ball in a bowling alley. This resulted in the Medico shortstop, Rusco, the difference being that Rusco won't allow more than one ball to go through his semi-circle legs.

The battle went back and forth until the battle became one-sided around the 18th inning. The score until the 18th.was 6-6 but in their half of the 18th frame the Hollow (Continued on page two)
A man is a woman in sheep's clothing.

 Aren't we girls contrary? We decide to stay at home with John and then Dick wants us to go to the Tanasil—and we don't stay home.

Now, honestly Sue, aren't most men ugly?

I know a neighbor's husband who was gassed in the World War, had both arms shot off, his left leg amputated—and then to top it off, one of those streamlined high school girls fell in love with him 'cause he kicked a field goal with the good leg.

Ever go to a women's convention? They don't do anything except discuss their husbands.

A man is a constipated bipe with a flare for femme.

Saturday—The day of the week when women go shopping and men take a bath.

Incidentally girls, just because you have a fever don't think you're not stuff.

No, just because it's smoky in Pittsburgh, the cows don't give polka dot milk.

A fellow with physiology at 8 and pharmacology at 10 is like a pregnant woman because he has a chance to relax between pairs.

CROSS RAY TIMES

M. C. V., MAY 20, 1938

PUBLICATION NOTE

Published once a year for the benefit of all of us when we get to be 50 or 60 years old. It is then that we remember on the grand old days at the medical college. It is with hope that we can contain herein the valuable recollection—whether good or bad—of those years.

Leaf the pages then, in your old age and see what we placed here for you. The chances are you won't read it this year.

STAFF

Yam Boten
Steven Houn
I. Dilliam
Pre Scribe
Ether Waves
Shorty Shorts
Findon Foolam
Smite Poms
War Zez
Zets Watz
Pete Custdown

VOLUME C EDITION 300

EDITORIAL

With this issue of Cross-Ray go the best wishes and truest greetings of the editorial staff. It is hoped that we may have given you an interesting and enjoyable publication. We shall strive to continue the same

EDITORIAL STAFF

SENIOR PAGE TINT

CENTENNIAL CLASS RISE FROM RANKS—

(Continued from page one) All that is needed to inform you that you were allowed to pay one thousand dollars so you could have the privilege of learning that for which you came. Thus burdened with text and test you became engaged at your own expense of so many facts in medicine and pharmacy. Like a bump on a log, you stood still, like a rock in a desert you were silent, and often, you realized that you had neither the sense of a log nor the vocal cords of a desert. Somehow you, with all your strong ways, convinced or confounded an authoritative person, that you were ripe for the whiteness of seniority and made a return of this favor. After a couple of months, you paid the price and were given a job in the pharmacy.

Your job was to stand in the doorway and help those in need. If you are in any doubt as to what is needed, you may ask the pharmacist. He will tell you what you need and how much it will cost.

Your job was to stand in the doorway and help those in need. If you are in any doubt as to what is needed, you may ask the pharmacist. He will tell you what you need and how much it will cost.

MEDICOS SWAMP—

(Resource: from page one) Shanks bunched 9 hits to push across the lone score. With their backs to the wall, the singing medics fought desperately to even the score. Army, first man up hit his usual mark, the 14th board on the left field fence for a triple. Hall followed with a screaming infield hit, which tied the score. Then the firewoks started every medico, Diets, Snod, Edwards, Jones, etc., smashed base hit upon base hit until the Hollows were as hollow as a pipe organ. When the score was 41 1 the Hollow Shank pitcher braced up and struck out medico murderers row in order. The crowd gave him a big hand and Larrick put the final touch by shaking Thow's hand and thanked him for letting us win. That's what I call sportsmanship.

FOR WOMEN ONLY

A man is a woman in sheep's clothing.

AREN'T WE GIRLS CONTRARY? WE DECIDE TO STAY AT HOME WITH JOHN AND THEN DICK WANTS US TO GO TO THE TANASIL—AND WE DON'T STAY HOME.

NOW, HONESTLY SUE, AREN'T MOST MEN UGLY?

I KNOW A NEIGHBOR'S HUSBAND WHO WAS GASSED IN THE WORLD WAR, HAD BOTH ARMS SHOT OFF, HIS LEFT LEG AMPUTATED—AND THEN TO TOP IT OFF, ONE OF THOSE STREAMLINED HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS FELL IN LOVE WITH HIM 'CAUSE HE KICKED A FIELD GOAL WITH THE GOOD LEG.

EVER GO TO A WOMEN'S CONVENTION? THEY DON'T DO ANYTHING EXCEPT DISCUSS THEIR HUSBANDS.

A MAN IS A CONSTIPATED BIPED WITH A FLARE FOR FEMME.

SATURDAY—THE DAY OF THE WEEK WHEN WOMEN GO SHOPPING AND MEN TAKE A BATH.

INCIDENTALLY GIRLS, JUST BECAUSE YOU HAVE A FEVER DON'T THINK YOU'RE NOT STUFF.

NO, JUST BECAUSE IT'S SMOKY IN PITTSBURGH, THE COWS DON'T GIVE POLKA DOT MILK.

A FELLOW WITH PHYSIOLOGY AT 8 AND PHARMACOLOGY AT 10 IS LIKE A PREGNANT WOMAN BECAUSE HE HAS A CHANCE TO RELAX BETWEEN PAIRS.

FOR MEN ONLY

YOU AREN'T SUPPOSED TO READ THIS 'CAUSE YOU'RE A WOMAN.

GIRLS ARE GETTING SO REFINED NOWADAYS, MOST MEN HAVE TO BE INTELLIGENT TO GET ALONG.

IF YOU EVER SMELLED A LUNG ABSCESS, YOU'LL KNOW THAT HAFTRIOIS ISN'T SO BAD.

IT'S THE WAY THAT SOME GIRLS WALK THAT MAKES THEM SO BEAUTIFUL.

A FELLOW SLAPPED THE LADY-NEXT-DOOR'S FACE THE OTHER DAY— AND HE SAYS HE HAD TO CRAWL FOR 10 MINUTES BEFORE HE COULD REACH EPHELIUM.

SHE MAY BE GOD'S CREATION TO YOU— BUT EVEN THAT WAS DESTROYED ONCE.

JUST BECAUSE SHE MAKES YOU SEE SPOTS BEFORE YOUR EYES— DON'T THINK SHE'S A LEOPARD.

NO MAN'S LAND— ANY W. W. C. A AT 12 MIDNIGHT.

A WOMAN IS A CONSTIPATED BIPED WITH A PEAR IN THE BACK.

THE SCOUNDREL! THE CHEAP SKAT! HE BUYS HIS GIRL 2 HOT DOGS AT A DUMMY STAND AND THEN MAKES HER PICK HER TEETH IN FRONT OF THE JEFFERSON HOTEL.

THEN THERE WAS THE SCOTTISH WOMAN WHO CALLED HER STOCKING THE "FIRST NATIONAL BANK," SINCE THAT WAS WHERE SHE KEPT HER MONEY. ONE SAD DAY SHE GOT A RUNNER AND LORD, HOW THE BANK WENT UNDER!
IV

Dr. Whosome Watson, noted food expert and G. I. authority, reports

FROM THE DENTAL INFIRMARY

- One of the steward-dentists was treating a patient for curvaceous teeth and periodontal abscesses. During the routine of teeth drilling, gum bleeding, instrumentation, etc., etc., the patient became bored with the boring drill. After many minutes the hopeful dentist realized he was nearing the desired destination in the den.ation. The patient was becoming nauseated, and bad feeling of faintness, swimming in the head, and recruration. Just about the time the dental drill hit the abscess, the patient vomited at the same time, spilling stomach material and splattering the dentist in the face and all over his new suit. When he reached his composure, the dentist exclaimed, "My God, what an abcess that was!"

Baby Whale (to mama whale): "I feel sick, I swallowed a barrel of glue yesterday."

Mama Whale (to baby whale): "You'll be alright, that guy you swallowed this morning is a doctor."

SINGLE BINGLES IN SPORT!

Linger scored on the run during the parlour-kitchen game ... he was one rolling-pin ahead on the head. Terry finally cracked into the extra-curricular by making a place on the X-Ray staff ... McCall played first base for the Rotary Nine but for some reason was moved to rightfield ... Mg, Hall got a basehit at Bridgewater ... no, it wasn't a fish. Hadlock was not named after a fish, cause fishes never get to be president, we ... Marjorie is afraid of bugs ... some bird threw a scat into her one day when she told her to "open the damn door yourself!" ... It's a sad day when a steward doesn't ... Liptord says Forts have a lot of lip when they're only hittin' on two. ... DeMuth goes round an' round until there's none of demuthic. Trayham says it takes a long time to, like him ... Daniel is a Pleasant North Carolinian ... when you opened the door, I see it's lovely ... Whitmore rated the iced box once ... so he raised it one ... take off your shoes and you'll see what a big guy this guy Grady is. I was Justin speaking of Tommy ... but the guy showed up ... can you say "Walston -- Withhold -- Wingold" real fast? ... Wal son if thou can win gold ... you're pretty darn good that's all!

Doctor: "What brings you back to the clinic?"
Patient: "Enuresis."
Doctor: "What is your chief complaint?"
Patient: "My wife."

First Dog: "Stay settin' the way you are."
Second Dog: "Why?"

Steward Pharmacist: "Why do you wear a girdle?"
Sobir Femme: "To keep my body under control."

This Week in the Journal

(Extracts from leading articles in this weekly)

Dr. Picklepepper, eminent Rear-Admiral and proctologist gives an interesting insight and scientific advancement in an article dealing with "Why flies gather around a mess."
He advances the theory that since the fly family multiplies so rapidly, it cannot wait for the choicest food preparations to be lasted in any immediate emergency. Dr. Picklepepper, in love with his work wastes no time at all putting a fly on the back. He notes that all embryo proctologists should not be neglected, as this defect brings one too close to the anatomical field. He states a warning which is well taken when he says, "If you become proficient in the art of proctology, do not at any time and under any circumstances use a proctoscope in eusophagology."

Dr. Whosome Watson, noted food expert and G. I. authority, reports on a case of pancakeitis. The patient, an upstart of 18 years, bad as his chief complaint the feeling of retared pancakes in the lower abdomen. The pancakes were discernable through the abdominal wall as ridges and were mistaken by one diagnostician as a prolapsed thoracic cage. Dr. Whosome Watson, palpated the pancakes which were stuck fast to the anterior walls of the ileum, and returned the diagnosis of Pancakeitis, probably of breakfast origin. The method of treatment was unique; the patient was made to swallow sand, which was followed by a pint of corn whiskey. Intestinal bacteria got drunk off the whiskey and in the process of throwing rocks at one another, the pancakes broke loose by the blow. An Emetic at this point expelled the pancakes on the kitchen floor just as tough as they were two months before.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A TERATOMA

(Continued from page one)

"Till I get myself together I'll get nowhere."
I've got my locks ... the sweet red haired terrace If the rest of me isn't sure, shall I get pants or dresses? Oh petal pieces an' moody terrain What was I to do, tell me again. Parties come an' go in all sundry weather ... But I can't have fun, 'till I'm collected together. I'm hick-de-picklde an' scattered like clover, if the surgeon won't get me ... hell! I'll start all over!" -- A. J. R.

First Steward: "What are you going to be when you grow up?"
Second Steward: "An electrician."
First Steward: "How shocking!"

First Husband: "How come you always bring two towels when you wash your face?"
Second Husband: "Cause my wife says I'm two-faced."
OUTSIDE O. B. DOCTORS
PREGNANT WITH NEWS—
(Continued from page one)
Took brain speaks, "Hello, Hello, O. B. Quarters, Hello...." He never comings to his senses until the guy in the next room yells, "Hang up the receiver, you sap, that isn't the phone ringin', it's my alarm clock."

During a call one night, evening drew on and the mists of night came o'er (gets dark), the Doc looked an' looked and all he could see was a bump and a budge. Suddenly the periphery gave way and traffic to another upstairs seeking worldly recognition was made. Congratulations to the lovely lady are in order, and she is bestowed with styles and smiles upon receipt of her fleshy gift from unsuspecting husbandhood. The blessed event has arrived. The stolid wife looks the shy husband in the eye and says, "He is a blessed baby indeed, but I never went through so much hell fo' such a small bit of heaven in mih life before!" While the Doc was attempting violets at a lonely restaurant near by, he ordered a T-bone steak. He noted that the uncomely waitress scribbled down, "I stake, well done." Forty-five minutes later, the ugly waitress ushered in with a hank of charred wood on the platter! Well, Doc didn't get sore, he wasn't the griping kind. Nonchalantly, he took out his pen knife and whittled the stake all over the floor. When he got through, he walked up to the counter to pay his bill. The cashier said, "How did you enjoy your meal?" Whereupon the Doc replied, "O.K., but the damn thing was tough as hell in the middle."

A pharmacist and a dentist never get along together. As chance would have it, both were invited to a week-end party, and the pharmacist forgot his pajamas, whereupon, the dentist forgetting past differences said, "I'll loan you a pair." To this the pharmacist replied, "Hell no, I'd rather go to bed raw!"

Some of the nurses still have a chance... look what Venus de Milo did with no arms at all!

CROSS RAY TIMES

KRAZY KWILT

Farmer Bill Jones was walking down Broad Street on his first visit to the city. He was asked what he thought about the city, whereupon Farmer Jones stomped his foot down several times on the pavement and said, "This ground sure is tough, wouldn't grandpa have a helleva time platin' corn here?"

Coach (whose teams haven't won a game in seven years): "Go in there Gus and uphold the reputation of the college!"

Little Boy to Big Storekeeper: "Give me two quarts of beer."
Little Boy to Big Storekeeper: "My goodness, child, you can't drink all that."

Little Boy to Big Storekeeper: "Yes, I can sir, 'cause I have a great big bladder!"

Little Percy Smith was attending a party in the country and owing to circumstances was not able to leave the room to go to the old pit privy in the yard. Finally in desperation he ran out the door and down the yard, where he tripped over a wire and fell prostrate to the ground and with a sad awakening said, "Hell, I'd a never made it anyway!"

One of the medicos was a bit hesitant about telling a rite joke to a farmerette whereupon she said, "Go ahead Doc, I'm broadminded, I went to a burlesque show in New York once."

Boy on top bunk to boy on bottom bunk who is fixing to sleep on the floor: "Why are you sleeping on the floor?"
Boy from bottom bunk to boy on top bunk: "Because the boy on the top bunk are watermelon today."

A medico went to a hotel to stay for the night and while registering his name an ill-mannered cockroach scampered across the sheet, whereupon the medico exclaimed, "Well, I'll be damned, I don't mind cockroaches being in the hotel but when they sneak around to see what room you are in it's time to quit!"

A certain dentist goes around like he's smelling something all the time... and by the facial expression which is so perennial it must be somethin' with a hali of a stink.

DEAR BATTLELESS ONE:

Since our first meeting two years ago I am still carrying your odor around with me. You may not fathom it, but it is most annoying to me and to my friends (what few I have left). A chance discovery the other day gives me new hope in getting rid of the odor and I pass the phenomenon on to you. First you paint your entire body with grease and sand. Then you pour gasoline over the grease coat in shower fashion. Follow this up immediately with a lighted blow torch. Even if this system doesn't work you'll at least try!

"And now me proud beauty, would you like a tame kiss, a snappy one, or a red-hot one?"
"All three, in the order named!"

When the nurse announced to the father that his wife had presented him with triplets he exclaimed, "Well, as I live and breed!"

SURE FOOLISHNESS

Kin marriages are taboo but there's this advantage if you marry a cousin, she can't curse your ancestors 'cause she'll be cursing her own!

Once upon a time a pharmacist had a mule and the pharmacist pushed, pulled, and ordered the mule every-which-way, but the mule didn't budge. Finally after two hours of coaxing and cursing the mule got mad as I. and said, "God, but ain't pharmacers stubborn!"

The underprivileged child is one born out of luck.

A breeze is something which when it is over with makes you feel damn good.

An egg shell is a poor substitute for cocoa butter when making soufflees.

Student to Mother: "What kind of discharge does little Willy have from his nose?"
Mother to Student: "Jest ex regular ez any sniffer."

Five of the worst words in the world:
(1) Poke; (2) Smut; (3) Smut; (4) Scum; (5) Okelay-Doke.

Scared Wife to Husband: "John, hurry up, come here, I can't go in the bathroom!"
Husband to Scared Wife: "Why?"
Scared Wife to Husband: "There's a big rat in the doorway and he's not hurrin'!"

Librarian to Student: "Are you a pharmacy student?"
Medico to Librarian: "No."
Librarian to Medico: "I apologize."
LEST WE FORGET

Fellow Students

Male

Cat
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Foster Studio

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

"Nothing Missing But The Voice"

OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHER
FOR THE

CENTENNIAL X-RAY

PORTRAITS
IN OIL

TELEPHONE
3-2711
POWERS AND ANDERSON, Inc.

OUR NEW BUILDING
2 South 5th Street (Just Below Main St.)
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

Associated Firms and Branches—

POWERS & ANDERSON DENTAL COMPANY
(In Above Building)
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

POWERS & ANDERSON DENTAL COMPANY
Colonial-American National Bank Building
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA

POWERS & ANDERSON DENTAL COMPANY
Allied Arts Building
LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA

POWERS & ANDERSON DENTAL COMPANY
521 Boush Street
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA

POWERS & ANDERSON DENTAL COMPANY
First National Bank Building
CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA

POWERS & ANDERSON DENTAL COMPANY
Raleigh Building
RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA

POWERS & ANDERSON SURGICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY
523 Boush Street
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA
STUART CIRCLE HOSPITAL
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

MEDICINE:
Alexander G. Brown, Jr., M.D.
Osborn O. Ashworth, M.D.
Manfred Call, III, M.D.
M. Morris Pinckney, M.D.
Alexander G. Brown, III, M.D.

OBSTETRICS:
Greer Baughman, M.D.
Ben H. Gray, M.D.
William Dunwood Suggs, M.D.

PEDIATRICS:
Algur S. Hunt, Jr., M.D.
Charles Preston Mangum, M.D.

OPHTHALMOLOGY, OTOLARYNGOLOGY:
Clifton M. Miller, M.D.
R. H. Wright, M.D.
W. L. Mason, M.D.

PHYSIOTHERAPY:
Elsa Lange, B. S., Technician
Margaret Corbin, B.S., Technician

SURGERY:
Charles R. Robins, M.D.
Stuart N. Michaux, M.D.
Robert C. Bryan, M.D.
Charles R. Robins, Jr., M.D.
A. Stephen Graham, M.D.

UROLOGICAL SURGERY:
Joseph F. Gesinger, M.D.

PATHOLOGY:
Regena Beck, M.D.

ORAL SURGERY:
Guy R. Harrison, D.D.S.

ROENTGENOLOGY AND RADIOLOGY:
Fred M. Hodges, M.D.
L. L. Snead, M.D.
R. A. Berger, M.D.

MEDICAL ILLUSTRATOR:
Dorothy Booth

Stuart Circle Hospital has been operated twenty-five years, affording scientific care to patients in General Medicine, Surgery, Obstetrics, and the various medical and surgical specialties. Detailed information furnished physicians.

Charlotte Pfeiffer, R. N., Superintendent.
DELICIOUS "ORDER MADE" SANDWICHES

SANDWICHES
LUNCHES
CONFECTIONS

SODAS
CANDIES
CREAMS

Across from the New Clinic

DIAL 3-9663 FOR WHAT YOU WANT - - PROMPT DELIVERY

The Friendly Place
MEMORIAL INN Where Friends Meet
WESTBROOK SANATORIUM

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

A Private Sanatorium for the Treatment of Mental Diseases, Nervous Diseases and Select Habit Cases

There are fourteen Buildings, situated in the midst of 120 acres just outside of Richmond, providing accommodations for 150 patients. Nurses and attendants trained for this special work.

Department for Men:

Dr. James K. Hall
Dr. Oscar B. Darden
Dr. Ernest H. Alderman

Department for Women:

Dr. Paul V. Anderson
Dr. Edward H. Williams
Dr. Rex Blankenship
EXPLOITATION of the MEDICAL PROFESSION

EVERYWHERE it is rampant—newspapers, magazines, billboards, radio. "Your doctor will tell you that . . ." "Medical science has found that . . ." "The greatest specialists in Timbuctoo say that . . ." And the rest of the story is, of course, "Use our pills or our vitamins three times a day; ask your doctor."

You are forced to compete with those who offer your patients free advice regarding medical treatment. You deliver Mrs. Blank’s baby today, and tomorrow she will receive by mail samples of baby foods with complete directions how to use them. Indeed, some physician representing a commercial organization and knowing that the case is in your hands may address a personal letter to your patient offering his services free.

It has been said that ten more years of the present trend of interference in medical practice will do away with the need for private practice of infant feeding and other branches of medicine.

Mead Johnson & Company have always believed that the feeding and care of babies and growing children is an individual problem that can best be controlled by the individual physician. For over twenty years and in dozens of ethical ways we have given practical effect to this creed. We hold the interest of the medical profession higher than our own, for we too, no doubt, could sell more of our products were we to advertise them directly to the public.

So long as medical men tacitly encourage the present trend, so long will serious inroads continue to be made into private medical practice. When more physicians specify MEAD’S Products* when indicated, more babies will be fed by physicians because Mead Johnson & Company earnestly cooperate with the medical profession along strictly ethical lines and never exploit the medical profession.

Dextri-Maltose Nos. 1, 2, and 3; Dextri-Maltose With Vitamin B; Mead’s Viosterol in Oil; Mead’s Standardized Cod Liver Oil; Mead’s Cod Liver Oil With Viosterol; Palmer’s Pepsin; Mead’s Cereal; Mead’s Brewers Yeast (powder and tablets); Mead’s Powdered Lactic Acid Milk Nos. 1 and 2; Mead’s Powdered Whole Milk; Infant Mead’s Powdered Protein Milk; Casein Regular; Soluble Casein; Mead’s Halibut Liver Oil; Mead’s Viosterol in Halibut Liver Oil (liquid and capsules); Mead’s Oleana Perconorphalin (liquid and capsules); Mead’s Cod Liver Oil Fortified With Perconorphalin Liver Oil.

Please enclose professional card when requesting samples of Mead Johnson products to cooperate in preventing their reaching unauthorized persons.
ST. ELIZABETH'S HOSPITAL
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

STAFF

J. Shelton Horsley, M.D.
John S. Horsley, Jr., M.D.
Guy W. Horsley, M.D.
Douglas G. Chapman, M.D.
W. J. H. Higgin, M.D.
Austin I. Donson, M.D.
Floyd M. Hodges, M.D.
L. O. Snead, M.D.
R. A. Berger, M.D.
Howell E. Shannon, D.M.D.
Helen Lorraine
N. E. Pate

Surgery and Gynecology
Plastic and General Surgery
Proctology and General Surgery
Consultant in Internal Medicine
Urology
Roentgenology
Roentgenology
Roentgenology
Dental Surgery
Medical Illustration
Administration

ASSISTANTS ATTENDING STAFF

Harry J. Warthen, Jr., M.D.
W. K. Dix, M.D.
J. P. Baker, Jr., M.D.
Marshall P. Gordon, Jr., M.D.
Charles M. Nelson, M.D.

The Operating Rooms and all the Front Bedrooms are now completely Air-Conditioned

SCHOOL OF NURSES

The Training School is affiliated with JOHNS HOPKINS HOSPITAL in Baltimore for a three months' course, each, in Pediatrics and Obstetrics. All applicants must be graduates of a high school or have the equivalent education. Address: DIRECTOR OF NURSING EDUCATION.

CONGRATULATIONS
ON THE
FIRST ONE HUNDRED YEARS
AND
BEST WISHES
FOR THE NEXT ONE HUNDRED YEARS

PHIPPS & BIRD, Inc.

Laboratory Apparatus and Chemicals

915 East Cary Street RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
QUALITY PRODUCTS LABORATORIES, Inc.
Manufacturers of High Grade
CLEANERS WAXES POLISHES
INSECTICIDES DISINFECTANTS
1907 Pleasant St. Richmond, Va.

Phone 3-8714 Established 1929
"COLLECTION SPECIALIST"
We Serve Hospitals, Doctors, Business Men
Please Give Us a Trial
RUSSELL J. TINSLEY
TRADING AS
RICHMOND ADJUSTMENT BUREAU
317 Law Building
Where Debtors Pay and Smile

THE 1938 X-RAY IS BOUND IN
A
KINGSKRAFT COVER

Once in a Lifetime.

COMMENCEMENT day will be one of the proudest moments in your life. For on this day you will stand at the threshold of a new career and dedicate your life's work to a noble and humanitarian cause ... the practice of dentistry. Another proud moment will be when you open your first office and welcome your first patients.

With 87% of “first impressions” being lasting ones, it is important therefore that you give careful consideration to your office surroundings. ESPECIALLY your operating room equipment. Patients expect and demand modern dentistry in clean, modern surroundings today and most of them will seek out dentists who can measure up to these requirements. So, don't run the risk of condemning your practice to mediocrity or failure when it is so easy to "set the stage" for a SUCCESSFUL career with the equipment that has helped so many young dentists off to a successful start.

WEBER Equipment is modestly designed and built to give LIFETIME service and satisfaction, yet priced so as to be within the limits of even the most modest equipment budget. There is a Weber Equipment assembly to meet every Purse and Purpose. Sold, guaranteed and serviced by selected, "first-line" dealers everywhere. If you are not acquainted with the WEBER Dealer in your locality, write us and we will gladly send you his name. Our office Planning and Location Analysis Service is yours for the asking.

WEBER DENTAL MFG. CO. CANTON, OHIO

THE 1938 X-RAY IS BOUND IN
A
KINGSKRAFT COVER

Buy With Confidence ... Use With Pride ... Invest in
WEBER
and Gain Your Stride!
LUNCHES

SODAS

... 

Compliments of

MEDICAL INN

AND

SKULL and BONES GRILL

HARRY SHAIA, Proprietor

...

CIGARS

CANDIES
THE FOUR BLILEY BROTHERS
Extend Their Congratulations
To
THE CENTENNIAL CLASS OF 1938
MEDICAL COLLEGE OF VIRGINIA

May each of you exemplify the noble ideals of your profession and may your careers be filled with happiness and abounding success!

THE JOSEPH W. BLILEY CO., INC.
Funeral Directors
Ambulance Service
THIRD AND MARSHALL STREETS    RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
PRESCRIPTION FOR SECURITY

Impressed, after a fifty-year practice, with the financial devastation among his colleagues during the past few years, Dr. J. N. Hall, professor emeritus of the Colorado School of Medicine, says:

"I wish young physicians could learn early in their life-work to put all their savings for the first ten or twenty years into life insurance, with its guarantee of financial security for their families."

The Life Insurance Company of Virginia

Established 1871

Richmond, Virginia
VAN PELT & BROWN
INCORPORATED

Manufacturing Pharmacists

Congratulate the Medical College of Virginia, the Faculty and Student Body for the enviable record they have made this past century.

MANUFACTURERS OF
PHARMACEUTICALS
ETHICAL PRESCRIPTION SPECIALTIES
REAGENTS, STAINS, AND STANDARDIZED SOLUTIONS
FOR THE CLINICAL LABORATORY

LABORATORIES

RICHMOND VIRGINIA
Johnston-Willis Hospital
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

VIEW OF HOSPITAL AND NURSES' HOME
FROM FAMOUS BATTLE ABBEY

A private hospital and School of Nursing, located in a quiet residential section, overlooking the grounds of Battle Abbey. Fireproof construction. Most modern x-ray and electrocardiograph equipment. Medical, surgical, and obstetrical departments.
ST. LUKE'S HOSPITAL

Conducted by

McGUIRE CLINIC

Medical and Surgical Staff

General Medicine
James H. Smith, M.D.
Hunter H. McGuire, M.D.
Margaret Noltine, M.D.
Clifford Beach, M.D.

Pathology and Radiology
S. W. Budd, M.D.

Roentgenology
J. L. Tabb, M.D.

Urology
Austin L. Dodson, M.D.

General Surgery
Stuart McGuire, M.D.
W. Lowndes Pule, M.D.
Carrington Williams, M.D.
W. P. Barnes, M.D.

Orthopedic Surgery
William T. Graham, M.D.
D. M. Faulkner, M.D.
J. T. Tucker, M.D.

Dental Surgery
John Bell Williams, D.D.S.
Guy R. Harrison, D.D.S.

Eyes, Ear, Nose and Throat
F. H. Lee, M.D.

Obstetrics
H. Hudnall Ward, Jr., M.D.

1000 WEST GRACE STREET

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
W. O. HESTER
3122 W. GRACE STREET
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

Special Representative

A. S. ALOE COMPANY
Factory and General Offices
ST. LOUIS MISSOURI

SHOW ROOM
Phone 4-6612
308 N. Twelfth Street
RICHMOND VIRGINIA
Home Phone 3-3002

Mike's Confectionery

A GOOD PLACE TO EAT . . . .
JUST ACROSS FROM THE DORMITORY

Mike Giragosian, Proprietor

402 N. TWELFTH STREET
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

THE BODEKER DRUG CO.
Established 1848  Incorporated 1898
H. F. Miller, President  W. C. Miller, Treasurer
C. J. Miller, Vice-President  E. M. Miller, Secretary
IMPORTERS
AND WHOLESALE
DRUGGISTS
1414-1420 East Main Street
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

DAVIS & GECK, INC.
STERILE SURGICAL SUTURES
217 DUFFIELD STREET
•
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

STROTHE DRUG COMPANY
Lynchburg, Va.

1853—1938

WHOLESALE EXCLUSIVELY

HARRIS-BRENAMAN
INCORPORATED
ATHLETIC SUPPLIES
SPORTING GOODS
•
211 North Seventh Street
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
Dial 3-2241
"Give Your Business to a Good Wholesaler"

OWENS & MINOR DRUG COMPANY

C. M. Knox, President
Jan. B. Bowers, Vice-President
G. G. Minor, Vice-President
W. Y. Minor, Secretary-Treasurer
Importers and Wholesalers
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

In the treatment of INFLAMMATION and CONGESTION and in all those cases where the application of prolonged moist heat is indicated, the use of ANTIPHLOGISTINE is outstanding.

THE DENVER CHEMICAL MFG. CO.
New York
Colds—Bronchial Irritations

HARRIS DENTAL COMPANY

Medical Arts Building
NORFOLK, VA.

Medical Arts Building
ROANOKE, VA.

Medical Arts Building
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

"ORAL HYGIENE MAGAZINE"

A monthly dental publication, available to all Dental Students, upon request, with our compliments

T. Garnett Tabb  Thos. W. Brockenbrough  Stuart Ragland

TABB, BROCKENBROUGH & RAGLAND

Insurance—All Lines

1101 East Main Street  Richmond, Va.
Telephone 2-6546

Let Nature's Most Nearly Perfect Food

— MILK —
help you add years to your life

Drink Milk Daily

THE DAIRY COUNCIL

T.
During the Civil War, the southern forces depended solely on the Medical College of Virginia for replacements in their medical services. Two sessions, each of four months, were supposed to fit these young men for their duties, clinical training being obtained in such hospitals as the one illustrated above.

CHARLES C. HASKELL & COMPANY, Inc.

PRESCRIPTION PHARMACEUTICALS

RICHMOND        VIRGINIA
Congratulations

. . . on your 100 years of education, inspiration and helpfulness to the thousands of your graduate physicians, who, in the pursuit of their life work to humanity, have been embued with the spirit and tradition of The Medical College of Virginia.

. . . During the past 82 years of the 100 years of progress of the Medical College of Virginia, the Poythress Company, through research and scientific work, has developed a line of pharmaceutical specialties worthy of use by you in your service to humanity.

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE PHARMACEUTICAL SPECIALTIES

WM. P. Poythress & CO.

RICHMOND   ---   VIRGINIA
COMPLIMENTS OF

★ RARE CHEMICALS, INC. ★

NEPERA PARK, N. Y.

Arsenoferratose
Arsenoferratose with Copper
Eucupin Ointment
Eucupin-Procaine Solution
Eucupin Solution in Oil
Gitalin (Amorphous)
(formerly known as Verodigen)
Optochin Base
Optochin Hydrochloride
Salysal "Rare Chemicals"

"The X-Ray" 1938 year book of the Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Virginia.
ENGRAVINGS FOR THIS BOOK PRODUCED BY

WE OFFER
A service that includes personal help and assistance with every detail of your book, from preliminary planning to final completion.
May we help you with your problems?
Representative always available.

VIRGINIA ENGRAVING COMPANY

101 GOVERNOR STREET, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
An X-RAY that Shows

A Genuine Interest, A Knowledge of How to do it, the Ability to do it Right and a Book we are Proud to have Helped Produce.

BROWN-MORRISON COMPANY, Inc.
Producers of Outstanding Yearbooks
708 MAIN STREET LYNCHBURG, VA.
HEP, PROFEZOR: WHY DZ YOU CHANGE THE PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FAT AND OF THE CASEIN?

TO MAKE LACTOGEN SIMILAR TO HUMAN MILK IN SO FAR AS DIGESTIBILITY IS CONCERNED, HENRY!

NESTLE'S MILK PRODUCTS, INC.
NEW YORK, N. Y.

BEN PARKER
FLORIST
202 E. GRACE ST.
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

Flowers have a meaning of their own,
They are like a friendly touch,
They tell you all that you ought to know,
But they never tell too much.

"CALL BEN"

An X-RAY that Reflects
A Genuine Interest, a Knowledge of How to
do it, the Ability to do it Right and a Book
we are Proud to have Helped Produce.

BROWN-MORRISON CO., INC.
Producers of Outstanding Yearbooks
718 MAIN STREET RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

MEDICAL COLLEGE OF VIRGINIA
(State Institution)

WILLIAM T. SANGER, Ph.D., LL.D., President
J. R. McCauley, Secretary-Treasurer
LEE E. SUTTON, Jr., B.S., M.D., Dean
HARRY BEAR, D.D.S., Dean
WORTLEY F. RUDD, Ph.G., M.A., Dean
FRANCES HELEN ZEIGLER, B.S., R.N., Dean
L. E. JARRETT, M.D., Superintendent

THE COLLEGE—Coordinated but separately organized schools of medicine, dentistry, pharmacy, and
nursing, offering standard preparation for health service professions. Clinics and practical experience
generously available.

ITS HOSPITAL—In the Memorial, Dooley, St. Philip, and Crippled Children's Hospitals there are 484
beds for ward and private patients; a large out-patient department is maintained. Charges are modest.
Patients share in the advantages of a teaching institution.

RICHMOND, MEDICAL COLLEGE OF VIRGINIA VIRGINIA

THIS space is dedicated to all the grand stand editors,
grippers, all-American business managers, and non-willing
assistants who glorify the evening hours by cussing out your
staff heads and making them mediocre indeed.